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APPENDIX

Appendix 1: RESEARCH PROCEDURE

For each of the 693 runs scored by the Tigers in 1907 I sought to obtain three critical components: (a)
the identity of the player who scored the run; (b) the details of the run-scoring event [e.g., a 2-RBI
double, a balk, a 1-RBI grounder (batter safe on a fielding error), a 0-RBI grounder (batter safe on a
fielding error), a 1-RBI bases-loaded walk, etc.]; and (c) the identity of the player who completed his
plate appearance during the run-scoring event (i.e., the player who could be credited with batting in the
run). And, because runs batted in were not recorded officially until 1920, and were not even defined
officially until 1931, I followed the 1931 official scoring rules [Rule 70, Section 13] to credit or to not
credit a player with an RBI —  “Runs Batted In are runs scored on safe hits (including home runs),
sacrifice hits,  outfield put-outs,  infield put-outs,  and when the run is  forced over by reason of  the
batsman becoming a base-runner. With less than two outs, if an error is made on a play on which a
runner from third would ordinarily score, credit the batsman with a Run Batted In.” I then provided the
complete  documentation  that  I  assembled  to  Retrosheet’s  Tom Ruane  and  Dave  Smith  for  their
independent review, upon which we achieved 100% agreement and Retrosheet incorporated all of the
runs-scored numbers in its Box Score file (and derived Player Daily files).

Appendix 2: THE RUNS SCORED By CHARLIE O’LEARY in 1907.

The following chart presents a transcription of the runs-scored information as given in his official DBD records. It
is emphasized that the entries are not in chronological order — because the performance lines were not always
entered on the official DBD sheets in chronological order. When a “Date” is not in chronological order, it is shown
in boldface and bracketed by double asterisks.

Date (Game #)
[Summary Date]

Runs To-Date Runs Total
(NOT shown on official DBD

sheets)

Comment

April 13 1 1

22 1 2

23 2 4

27 2 6

May 1 1 7

3 (1) 1 8

3 (2) 1 9

13 1 10

** 29 ** 1 11

14 1 12

18 3 15

22 2 17

24 3 20
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June 6 1 21

12 2 23

17 1 24

19 1 25

[June 20] 25 25 official interim total (25) equals actual interim 
total (25)

21 1 26

July 1 1 27

10 2 29

13 2 31

17 1 32

18 (2) 1 33

19 1 34

20 1 35

22 1 36

** June 29 ** 1 37

** July 2 ** 1 38

** July 3 ** 1 39

** [July 4] ** 39 39 official interim total (39) equals actual interim 
total (39)

Page 1 (bottom) 39 39 official interim total (39) equals actual interim 
total (39)

Page 2 (top) 39 39 official interim total (39) equals actual interim 
total (39)

August 3 1 40

[August 10] 40 40 official interim total (40) equals actual interim 
total (40)

12 2 42

14 1 43

18 (2) 4 47

September 2 (1) 1 48

[September 8] 48 48 official interim total (48) equals actual interim 
total (48)

24 1 49

** August 22 ** 2 51

October 2 (2) 1 52
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3 2 54

5 1 55

[October 6] ** 56
**

55 addition error in official interim total (56)  ==> 
does not equal actual interim total (55)

** September 27 ** 1 56

** September 30 ** 1 57

** August 23 ** 1 58

** August 29 ** 1 59

[August 31] ** 60
**

59 addition error in official interim total (60)  ==> 
does not equal actual interim total (59)

** September 17 ** 1 60

Page 2 (bottom) ** 61
**

60 addition error in official final total (61)  ==> 
does not equal actual final total (60)

Appendix 3: NEWSPAPER ACCOUNTS of SELECTED GAMES

June 10, 1907 — Detroit at New York — Detroit Scored 3 runs

Sixth Inning — Detroit scored 2 runs

Detroit Free Press (DFP) — “Crawford’s double and misplays by Elberfeld and Chase gave Detroit two runs in the
sixth. Chase’s error was peculiar. O’Leary grounded along the right foul line. Chase scooped the ball and there
was a sprint for the bag, O’Leary getting there first. Chase thought it was an out and rolled the ball to the pitcher’s
box and started to come into the bench. Schaefer went home on this play.”  [NOTE: This DFP description is
identical to that given in the NYSUN account.]

Detroit Journal (DJ) — Nothing at all.

Detroit News (DN) — Nothing at all.

New York Evening World (NYEWLD) — “Crawford hit for two bases. Cobb was thrown out by Laporte, Crawford
reaching third. Rossman [was] out, Doyle to Chase. Schaefer hit to Elberfeld, and on the latter’s wild throw the
batter reached second and Crawford scored O’Leary beat a hit to Chase, and as the latter tossed the ball to the
pitcher’s box Schaefer scored, but O’Leary was caught at second on Doyle’s throw to Elberfeld.” 

New York Herald (NYHLD) — “Detroit drew its first blood in the sixth, when Crawford led off with a two bagger.
Cobb and Rossman were stopped at first, and then Schaefer hammered out a single, scoring Crawford. Schaefer
took second on Elberfeld’s bad throw to Chase and scored on O’Leary’s scratch hit, racing across the plate while
the Yankees were arguing over  [umpire]  Sheridan’s  decision at  first.  O’Leary tried to steal  second and was
caught.”

New York Press (NYPRS) — “The Tigers clawed a couple of runs in the sixth on Crawford’s double, Elberfeld’s
error, and O’Leary’s single. O’Leary beat Chase in a sprint to first, though Chase thought otherwise. While Chase
was recovering the ball which he had thrown a few feet away, [umpire] Sheridan calling O’Leary safe, Schaefer
ran home.”

New York Sun (NYSUN) — “Crawford’s double and misplays by Elberfeld and Chase gave Detroit two runs in the
sixth. Chase’s error was peculiar. O’Leary grounded along the right foul line. Chase scooped the ball and there
was a sprint for the bag, O’Leary getting there first. Chase thought it was an out and rolled the ball to the pitcher’s
box and started to  come into  the bench.  Schaefer  went  home on this  play.”  [NOTE: No other  details  were
provided in the NYSUN account.]
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New York Times (NYT) — “Crawford, first up, cracked a long one for two sacks to left. Cobb and Rossman were
retired, and Schaefer banged hard to Elberfeld. The latter made a fine stop, but threw inaccurately to Chase and
Crawford crossed the rubber. O’Leary rapped one to Chase, who made a sensational stop and ran to first, but not
in time to catch O’Leary. Chase believed that he had his man all right, and threw the ball into the pitcher’s box.
There was no one there to take charge of it, and Schaefer trotted across the plate. O’Leary, however, was nailed
by Chase’s throw to second.”

New York Tribune (NYTRB) — Nothing at all.

Eighth Inning — Detroit scored 1 run

DFP — “Crawford scored in the eighth on a base on balls, a hit batsman, another force, and Schaefer’s single.”
[NOTE: This DFP description is identical to that given in the NYSUN account; see also the Note in the NYSUN
description of the eighth inning.]

DJ — Nothing at all.

DN — Nothing at al.

NYEWLD — “Coughlin walked. Crawford forced Coughlin at second, Chase to Elberfeld. Cobb was hit in the foot.
Rossman forced Cobb, Chase to Elberfeld, Crawford reaching third. Downs singled to left, Crawford scoring while
Rossman  took  second.  O’Leary  forced  Downs,  Williams  to  Elberfeld.”  [NOTE:  See  also  the  Notes  in  the
descriptions for the ninth inning in the NYSUN and DFP accounts.]

NYHLD — “Crawford scored again in the eighth for the Tigers.”

NYPRS — “Crawford counted in the eighth on his force of Coughlin, a hit batsman, and Downs’s one-bagger.”

NYSUN — “Crawford scored in the eighth on a base on balls, a hit  batsman, another force, and Schaefer’s
single.”  [NOTE:  This  NYSUN description  (which states  that  Crawford scored  on  Schaefer’s  single)  is  not  in
alignment  with  the  batter-by-batter  play-by-play  description  given  in  the  NYWLD account,  which  states  that
Crawford scored on Downs’s single. It is further noted that the NYSUN box score does not include Downs. The
NYWLD description states that “Downs replaced Schaefer at second” in the bottom half of the seventh inning.] 

NYT — “Detroit’s last run was the result of a base on balls, a force by Crawford, a bad inshoot which connected
with Cobb’s arm, and Schaefer’s timely hit to left.” [NOTE:This NYT description states that Crawford scored on
Schaefer’s single; see Note in NYSUN description. The NYT box score, however, does include Downs, who is
shown with one (1) hit.]

NYTRB — “Nothing at all. [NOTE: The NYTRB box score did not include Downs.]

SUMMARY of the 3 runs scored by the Tigers according to newspaper text descriptions

1 (Sixth Inning) — Crawford scored (from third base) on 2-out fielding error (wild throw to first) by the shortstop;
the batter, Schaefer, was safe on the fielding error. 
2 (Sixth Inning) — Schaefer scored (from second) on an infield single by O’Leary coupled with a fielding error
(wild throw) by the first baseman.

3 (Eighth Inning) — Crawford scored on a 1-RBI single by Downs.

UNOFFICIAL Runs Scored (This Work): Crawford 2, Schaefer 1.

UNOFFICIAL Runs Scored (Newspaper Box Scores): 

DFP —Crawford 2, Schaefer 1; all other players with 0.
DN — Crawford 2, Schaefer 1; all other players with 0.
NYHLD — Crawford 2, Schaefer 1; all other players with 0.
NYPRS — Crawford 2, Schaefer 1; all other players with 0.
NYSUN — Crawford 2, Schaefer 1; all other players with 0.
NYT — Crawford 2, Schaefer 1; all other players with 0.
NYTRB — Crawford 2, Schaefer 1; all other players with 0.
NYWLD — Crawford 2, Schaefer 1; all other players with 0.

UNOFFICIAL Runs Scored (Retrosheet Box Score): Crawford 2, Schaefer 1.

OFFICIAL Runs Scored (Originally-Generated DBD sheets): Coughlin 1, Crawford 2, Schaefer 1; all other players
0 (blank cells). 
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CONCLUSIONS:

Coughlin actually scored 0 runs in the game (not 1 run as shown on the official DBD sheets).
Coughlin actually scored 79 (not 80) runs for the entire season.

June 21, 1907 — Detroit at Philadelphia — Detroit Scored 5 runs

Second Inning — Detroit scored 2 runs

DFP — “After Rossman was retired in the second, Schaefer beat out a bunt. Davis muffed Schreckengost’s throw
of  O’Leary’s  bunt,  and Nichols  let  Schmidt’s  hit  go through him,  Schaefer  scoring and O’Leary taking third.
Donovan fanned and on the careless return of the ball to the pitcher by Schreckengost, who bounded it past
Waddell, O’Leary ran in from third.”

DJ — “With one out Schaefer beat out a bunt. O’Leary was safe on Davis’s muff of Schreckengost’s throw, and
Schaefer scored when Schmidt hit through Nicholls. A careless return of the ball by Schreckengost to Waddell let
O’Leary in. The ball just rolled out of Waddell’s reach.”

DN — Nothing at all. 

Philadelphia Inquirer  (PINQ) — “… the second inning. With Rossman down, Schaefer beat out a slow hit  to
Collins, and O’Leary was safe on Davis’s muff of Schreckengost’s throw. Schmidt’s grounder was missed by
Nichholls, and Schaefer scored, O;Leary going to third. In returning the ball to Waddell Schreckengost rolled it
along the ground. It took and awkward bound and, getting away from Waddell, permitted O’Leary to count.”

Philadelphia North American  (PNA) — “The nightmare started in the second, when Schaefer beat out a bunt.
Schreckengost made a fine throw on O’Leary’s bounder in front of the plate, but Davis failed to hold the ball.
Schmidt tapped an easy one to Nicholls, and one and perhaps both men might have been retire, but the second
baseman let the ball roll through him to the outfield, Schaefer counting and O’Leary taking third. Then, with Jones
at the bat, Schreckengost made a careless return of the ball, which escaped Waddell, and rolled slowly to short,
O’Leary running home.”

Philadelphia Press (PPRS) — “With one out, Schaefer beat out a bunt. Schreckengost made a splendid effort on
O’Leary’s bunt, but Davis dropped the throw. Schmidt’s grounder was fumbled by Nicholls and Schaefer scored.
Schreckengost made a careless toss to Waddell and the rolled rolled toward short, and O’Leary scored. The next
two batsmen were then disposed of.”

Philadelphia Public Ledger (PPL) — “With one out in the second, Schaefer bunted safely. O’Leary bunted for a
sacrifice and Davis dropped Schreckengost’s throw. Nicholls allowed Schmidt’s easy grounder to go through him
and Schaefer scored. In returning the ball to Waddell, Schreckengost threw carelessly, the ball rolling to second
base, and O’Leary trotted home.”

Philadelphia Record (PREC) — “Detroit scored two [runs] in the second on Schaefer’s safe bunt, Davis’s muff of
Schreckengost’s throw on O’Leary, Nicholls’s fumble of Schmidt’s grounder, and Schreckengost’s poor return of
the ball to Waddell, which let O’Leary score.” 

Third Inning — Detroit scored 2 runs

DFP — “Coughlin beat out an infield hit. Downs sacrificed. Cobb was out at first on a great stop by Nicholls.
Rossman drove in Coughlin and then stole second. Schaefer hit for two bases, scoring Rossman. O’Leary ended
the inning with a long fly to Oldring.”

DJ — “Coughlin began with a hit. Downs sacrificed and Cobb was thrown out by Nicholls. Rossman’s clean single
scored Coughlin. Rossman stole second and then romped home on Schaefer’s ripping two-bagger.”

DN — Nothing at all.

PINQ — “Coughlin began the third with  a single,  and got  to third on Downs’s  and Cobb’s outs,  scoring on
Rossman’s single.  Rossman made a break  for  second and gained it,  Cross  muffing Schreckengost’s  throw.
Schaefer doubled to left, Rossman counting.”

PNA — “Coughlin bunted his way to first, and Downs sacrificed in the the third inning. Nicholls made a fine stop
on Cobb. Rossman singled, scoring Coughlin, and, after stealing second, came home on Schaefer’s double.”
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PPRS — “Coughlin beat out an infield grounder and Downs sacrificed. Nicholls made a running stop of Cobb’s
grounder and got his man at first. Rossman’s single scored Coughlin. Rossman stole second and came home on
Schaefer’s double.”

PPL — “In the third Coughlin bunted and beat the throw to first, advancing on Downs’s sacrifice. Nicholls made a
fine stop of Cobb’s grounder and got his man at first. Rossman followed with a single, sending Coughlin to third,
and  Rossman  stole  second.  Schaefer  doubled  to  left  scoring  Coughlin  and  Rossman.”  [NOTE:  This  PPL
description (stating that Coughlin scored on Schaefer’s double) is not in alignment with the descriptions given in
the DFP, DJ, PINQ, PNA, and PPRS accounts which state specifically that Coughlin scored on Rossman’s single.
The PPL description is clearly wrong as Coughlin reached first on his bunt single, moved to second on Downs’s
sacrifice, advanced to third on Cobb’s groundout, and scored on Rossman’s single.]

PREC — “The Tigers added two more [runs] in the third on Coughlin’s infield hit, Rossman’s single and steal and
Schaefer’s double.”

Fourth Inning — Detroit scored 1 run

DFP — “Schmidt got on on Nicholls’s fumble. Donovan beat out a bunt and Jones was safe on a bounder which
Bender failed to hold. With the bases full and none out, Lord got Coughlin’s fly and held the runners on the bag.
Downs was hit, forcing in Schmidt with a run. Cobb flied to Cross, and Rossman forced Downs at second.”

DJ — “Schmidt, Donovan, and Jones got bases on the bases with none out. Coughlin flied to Lord, but the
runners were held. Bender hit Downs, allowing Schmidt to score.”

DN — Nothing at all.

PINQ — “Bender took Waddell’s place in the box in the fourth. Schmidt was safe on a fumble by Nicholls, and the
next two men dropped bunts that rolled safely. Coughlin flied to Lord. Bender grazed the slack in Downs’s bolero,
the latter walking and Schmidt counting. Cobb flied to Cross, and Rossman forced Downs.”

PNA — “Bender now [in the fourth] took up the burden and Nicholls fumbled Schmidt’s grounder. Donovan and
Jones beat bunts, filling the bases. Coughlin flied to Lord, and Downs was hit in the arm with a pitched ball,
forcing home Schmidt. Cobb flied to Cross and Rossman forced Downs.”

PPRS — “Detroit got another run in the fourth inning. Nichols fumbled Schmidt’s grounder and the bases were
filled on safe bunts by Donovan and Jones. Coughlin flied to Cross, but Bender hit Downs and Schmidt walked
home. Cross got Cobb’s fly and then threw Downs out on Rossman’s grounder.”

PPL — “Bender pitched the fourth. Schmidt reached first on Nicholls’s error and Donovan beat out a bunt. Jones
tried to sacrifice and his bunt rolled safely, filling the bases. Coughlin flied to Lord, who held Schmidt on third, but
Bender forced Schmidt home by hitting Downs with a pitched ball. Detroit was easy after this.”

PREC — “Detroit had the bases full in the fourth with none out. Nicholls fumbled Schmidt’s grounder, Donovan
beat out a bunt, and Jones was safe on an infield hit. But the only run that was scored was forced in when Downs
got hit [by a pitched ball].”

SUMMARY of the 5 runs scored by the Tigers according to newspaper text descriptions

1 (Second Inning) — Schaefer scored (from second base) on a 1-out fielding error (fumbled grounder) by the
second baseman; the batter, Schmidt, was safe on the fielding error.
2 (Second Inning) — O’Leary scored (from third base) on a fielding error (wild toss back to the pitcher) by the
catcher.

3 (Third Inning) — Coughlin scored on a 1-RBI single by Rossman.
4 (Third Inning) — Rossman scored on a 1-RBI double by Schaefer.

5 (Fourth Inning) — Schmidt scored on a 1-RBI hit-by-pitched-ball by Downs.

UNOFFICIAL Runs Scored (This Work): Schaefer 1, O’Leary 1, Coughlin 1, Rossman 1, Schmidt 1.

UNOFFICIAL Runs Scored (Newspaper Box Scores): 

DFP — Coughlin 1, Rossman 1, Schaefer 1, O’Leary 1, Schmidt 1; all other players with 0.
DJ — Coughlin 1, Rossman 1, Schaefer 1, O’Leary 1, Schmidt 1; all other players with 0.
DN — Coughlin 1, Rossman 1, Schaefer 1, O’Leary 1, Schmidt 1; all other players with 0.
PINQ — Coughlin 1, Rossman 1, Schaefer 1, O’Leary 1, Schmidt 1; all other players with 0.
PNA — Coughlin 1, Rossman 1, Schaefer 1, O’Leary 1, Schmidt 1; all other players with 0.
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PPRS — Coughlin 1, Rossman 1, Schaefer 1, O’Leary 1, Schmidt 1; all other players with 0.
PPL — Coughlin 1, Rossman 1, Schaefer 1, O’Leary 1, Schmidt 1; all other players with 0.
PREC — Coughlin 1, Rossman 1, Schaefer 1, O’Leary 1, Schmidt 1; all other players with 0.

UNOFFICIAL Runs Scored (Retrosheet Box Score): Coughlin 1, Rossman 1, Schaefer 1, O’Leary 1, Schmidt 1;
all other players with 0.

OFFICIAL  Runs  Scored  (Originally-Generated  DBD sheets):  Coughlin  1,  Downs  1,  O’Leary  1,  Rossman  1,
Schaefer 1 Schmidt 1; all other players 0 (blank cells). 

CONCLUSIONS:

Downs actually scored 0 runs in the game (not 1 run as shown on the official DBD sheets).
Downs actually scored 27 runs for the entire 1907 season (not 28 runs as shown on the official

DBD sheets and the various baseball encyclopedias and websites).

July 8, 1907 — Detroit vs. Boston — Detroit Scored 6 runs

First Inning — Detroit scored 1 run

DFP — “[The score] was tied immediately, Coughlin being hit, Crawford getting a single, Cobb bunting safely, and
Rossman’s grounder being fumbled by Knight, letting Coughlin home. The other three were left.”

DJ — Nothing at all.

DN — Nothing at all. 

Boston Globe (BG) — “In the first inning Coughlin was hit by a pitched ball, [and] a line drive by Crawford, Cobb’s
scratch single, and Knight’s fumble in attempting to catch Rossman put him over the plate.”

Boston Herald (BH) — “Detroit tied it [1-1] in its half [of the first], Coughlin being hit [by a pitched ball]. Crawford
singled and Cobb beat a bunt, filling the bases. Knight lost Rossman’s grounder, Coughlin scoring. The bases
were left filled on Schaefer’s short fly and O’Leary’s infield out.”

Boston Post  (BP) — “In the opening inning, Detroit scored one [run] on Coughlin’s Red Cross hit, singles by
Crawford and Cobb, and Knight’s fumble.”

Sixth Inning — Detroit scored 1 run

DFP — “Detroit tied it again in the sixth [2-2] on Cobb’s single, a sacrifice, and Schaefer’s double.”

DJ — Nothing at all.

DN — Nothing at all.

BG — “In the sixth Cobb singled to center, was sacrificed to second by Rossman’s roller to Pruiett, and came all
the way home when Schaefer’s poke to left took a lucky bound, and, getting away from Barrett, became a two-
bagger.”

BH — “… until the sixth, Detroit scoring then on Cobb’s single and Schaefer’s double.”

BP — “… until  Detroit’s half  of  the sixth, when Cobb opened with a single and went around on Rossman’s
sacrifice and Schaefer’s horseshoe two-bagger that got away from Barrett by a lucky bounce against the left field
fence.”

Eighth Inning — Detroit scored 3 runs

DFP — “Crawford started the Detroit half [of the eighth] with a two-sack rap. Ferris grabbed Cobb’s bounder back
of second too late for a play. He made a throw to Unglaub, however, and the ball  hit the cushion, Crawford
scoring before it was recovered. Rossman’s slow hit to short was safe and there were enough men on the bases
to tie it up, if they could come home. Schaefer sacrificed. Cobb scored while O’Leary was being thrown out.
Meantime a hurry call had been issue for Schmidt to replace Archer at the bat. The first ball over Schmidt met full,
and it sailed out to center field for a single, on which Rossman registered the run that made it an entirely new
game.”
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DJ — “Crawford doubled. Cobb hit to Ferris too far away for the throw, but Ferris threw it anyway, hitting the bag
and permitting Crawford to score. Rossman made a masse shot to short, which rolled too slowly and foolish like
for Parent to deliver it to first in Rossman’s van. Schaefer helped the game along with a beautiful sacrifice along
the first base white line. O’Leary grounded to short in scoring manner and Cobb went across while O’Leary was
being tossed out.  [Manager]  Jennings asked that  time be called and sent Schmidt  to bat  in Archer’s  stead.
Schmidt leaned into one of his liking and sent it to right for a base, scoring Rossman with the tying tally. Mullin
connected with one to bowl the ball down to the pitcher to die at first without running.”

DN — Nothing at all.

BG — “Crawford smashed the ball to the center field fence for a double and Cobb helped Crawford to third by a
single to center. Ferris, in an attempt to get Cobb at first, threw wild and Crawford scored. Rossman came along
with a single, putting Cobb on third, and Schaefer’s bunt roller for an out at first put Cobb over. Schmidt was put in
to hit for Archer, and with a single scored Rossman.” [NOTE: This BG description (stating that Cobb scored on
Schaefer’s sacrifice bunt) is not in alignment with the descriptions given in the DFP, DJ, BH, and BP game
accounts, which state that Schaefer’s sacrifice advanced Cobb from second to third and Rossman from first to
second and that Cobb scored on O’Leary’s groundout, short to first.]

BH  — “Crawford  doubled  and  Cobb  singled,  Crawford  scoring.  Rossman  got  an  infield  hit,  and  Schaefer
sacrificed the pair along. Cobb scored while O’Leary was being thrown out. Schmidt was brought in to bat for
Archer, and his swell drive to centre sent Rossman home with the tying run.”

BP — “Crawford opened the [eighth] inning by a double against the centre field fence. Cobb beat out his drive to
Ferris,  and  Crawford  advanced.  On Ferris’s  wide  throw to  catch  Cobb,  Crawford  cantered  home.  Rossman
singled to centre and Schaefer sacrificed cleverly. Parent got O’Leary at first, but Cobb scored and Rossman took
third. At this stage, [manager] Jennings benched Archer and called in Schmidt. His fine single to centre brought in
Rossman with the tying run.”

Fourteenth Inning — Detroit scored 1 run

DFP — “Sullivan was playing in for a possible short hit by Schmidt, and the catcher fooled him by driving one
away over his head to the center  field fence. When it  was retrieved Schmidt was pulled up at  third. Siever
slammed it over Parent’s head info left field for a single, Schmidt tallying the winning run.”

DJ — “Schmidt … bla-bla-bla .. [hit a triple]. Siever … [with] the infield playing close in, in anticipation of a short
poke to one of its number … bla-bla-bla [hit the ball over the infielders and] … sent Schmidt across with the
winning run in the fourteenth inning.’

DN — “It was Schmidt in the fourteenth, at the psychological moment. He, first man up, caught the ball on the
nose for a triple to center. And Siever was there to win his own game by a pretty single that shot over Parent’s
head.” 

BG  —  “In  the  14th,  Schmidt  drove  the  ball  over  Sullivan’s  head  for  three  bases  and  scored  on  Siever’s
unintentional single.”

BH — “In Detroit’s half [of the fourteenth] Schmidt hit over Sullivan’s head for three bases and Siever punched a
single into left, [scoring Schmidt and] ending a long and hard fought contest.”

BP — “It was Schmidt, whose triple in the 14th proved the main factor in getting the run which broke the long tie.”
[NOTE: No other information was provided in the BP account.]

SUMMARY of the 6 runs scored by the Tigers (newspaper text descriptions)

1 (First Inning) — Coughlin scored (from third base) on a 1-out fielding (fumbled grounder) by the third baseman;
the batter, Rossman, was safe on the fielding error.

2 (Sixth Inning) — Cobb scored on a 1-RBI double by Schaefer.

3 (Eighth Inning) — Crawford scored (from second base) on an infield single by Cobb coupled with a fielding error
(wild throw to first) by the second baseman.
4 (Eighth Inning) — Cobb scored on a 1-RBI groundout by O’Leary.
5 (Eighth Inning) — Rossman scored on a 1-RBI single by Schmidt.

6 (Fourteenth Inning) — Schmidt scored on a 1-RBI single by Siever.

UNOFFICIAL Runs Scored (This Work): Coughlin 1, Cobb 2, Crawford 1, Rossman 1, Schmidt 1.

UNOFFICIAL Runs Scored (Newspaper Box Scores): 
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DFP — Coughlin 1, Crawford 1, Cobb 2, Rossman 1, Schmidt 1; all other players with 0.
DJ — Coughlin 1, Crawford 1, Cobb 2, Rossman 1, Schmidt 1; all other players with 0.
DN — Coughlin 1, Crawford 1, Cobb 2, Rossman 1, Schmidt 1; all other players with 0.
BG — Coughlin 1, Crawford 1, Cobb 2, Rossman 1, Schmidt 1; all other players with 0.
BH — Coughlin 1, Crawford 1, Cobb 2, Rossman 1, Schmidt 1; all other players with 0.
BP — Coughlin 1, Crawford 1, Cobb 2, Rossman 1, Schmidt 1; all other players with 0.

UNOFFICIAL Runs Scored (Retrosheet Box Score): Coughlin 1, Crawford 1, Cobb 2, Rossman 1, Schmidt 1; all
other players with 0.

OFFICIAL Runs Scored (Originally-Generated DBD sheets): Coughlin 1, Crawford 1, Rossman 1, Schmidt 1; all
other players 0 (blank cells). 

CONCLUSIONS:

Cobb actually scored 2 runs in the game (not 0 runs as shown on the official DBD sheets).
Cobb actually scored 99 runs for the entire 1907 season (not 97 runs as shown on the official DBD

sheets and the various baseball encyclopedias and websites).

July 10, 1907 — Detroit vs. New York — Detroit Scored 9 runs

First Inning — Detroit scored 1 run

DFP — “One [was] gone, Coughlin singled. Crawford hit through Elberfeld. Cobb drove Coughlin home, but the
ball brushed Field Umpire Stafford’s coat before he could get out of the path, and Coughlin was sent back to third.
Rossman’s  fly  scored  Coughlin.  The  bases  were  filled  again  when  Schaefer  walked,  but  Newton  grabbed
O’Leary’s grounder, ending the inning.”

DJ — “Coughlin got the first of his four hits of the game. Crawford dittoed and Cobb sailed one through the box
that nipped Umpire Stafford’s coat tail. Coughlin was at third and went home, but the umpire ordered him back
because the ball had hit the blue clothes. Cobb was given a hit and his base and the bags were full. Rossman
was up and swung valiantly. Finally he flew to center and Coughlin came home. Schaefer walked, again choking
the bases, but the best that O’Leary could do … bla-bla-bla … [hit the ball to Newton who] tossed it girl-like to
Chase for the third out.”

DN — “The Tigers opened the scoring in the first. Coughlin beat a bunt and Crawford and Cobb singled. Cobb’s
drive through the box, however, touched Umpire Stafford and he would not let Coughlin scored. With the bases
full, Rossman flied to center, letting in one run. Schaefer walked and the bases were again filled, but O’Leary
rolled to Newton.”

NYEWLD — “Laporte got Downs’s drive. Coughlin singled. Crawford singled, Coughlin taking third. Cobb singled,
but the ball  touched Umpire Stafford,  holding Coughlin at third. Rossman flied to Hoffman, Coughlin scoring.
Schaefer walked. Newton and Chase got O’Leary.” 

NYHLD — Nothing at all.

NYPRS — “The Tigers counted once in the first on three singles.”

NYSUN — Nothing at all.

NYT — “Detroit scored first on singles by Coughlin, Crawford, and Cobb.”

NYTRB — Nothing at all.

Second Inning — Detroit scored 1 run

DFP — “Archer’s fly fell safely in the outfield, and Donovan forced him a second base. Downs fanned. Newton
tossed past Chase in an attempt to catch Donovan napping, and the runner made third. This error directly cost a
run, Donovan being able to score off Coughlin’s hit to deep short, on which Elberfeld was unable to make a throw.
Without the error Donovan would have been left at second when Crawford fouled out.”

DJ — “The other run came in the second, when Donovan got life after forcing Archer at second, went to second
[should be ‘third’]  when Newton overthrew first  in one of  his series of  tries to pick [him] off,  and scored on
Coughlin’s single.” 
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DN — “The Tigers added another [run] in the second when Archer singled. He was forced by Donovan and
Downs fanned. But Newton tried to catch Donovan off first and threw wild, Donovan taking third. He scored when
Coughlin singled to short.”

NYEWLD — “Archer singled. Donovan forced Archer, Newton to Elberfeld. Downs fanned. Donovan took third on
Newton’s wild throw to catch him napping. Coughlin singled, Donovan scoring. Crawford fouled to Moriarty.”

NYHLD — Nothing at all.

NYPRS — “The Tigers counted again in the second on two hits and Newton’s wild throw.”

NYSUN — Nothing at all.

NYT — “Another run was secured in the second on singles by Archer and Coughlin and a couple of infield outs.”

NYTRB — Nothing at all.

Fourth Inning — Detroit scored 5 runs

DFP — “O’Leary doubled in this [fourth] inning, and Archer beat a swell bunt. Donovan singled O’Leary home,
and Downs, there being no one out, sacrificed the battery gents along a base apiece. This brought Coughlin up.
[Manager] Griffith elect to have Newton had Coughlin four extremely wide ones. Crawford hit wildly at the first ball
pitched and flied to Elberfeld. Ty Cobb, the next batter, planted the sphere against the right field fence for three
sacks, relieving the bases of their contents. Cobb himself registered on wild pitch.”

DJ — “O’Leary opened it [the fourth] with a double to left center and Archer and Donovan followed with singles,
scoring O’Leary. No one [was] out. Downs was sent up to sacrifice and did it perfectly. Then Coughlin was walked
[purposely]. Crawford wheeled savagely into the first ball shot across and raised a little fly to Elberfeld. Cobb,
however,  wrecked Griffith’s strategy board with  a triple  to the right  field fence,  emptying the bases of  three
runners. Cobbs scored a moment later on a wild pitch. Rossman died at first.”

DN — “O’Leary doubled. Archer beat a bunt to third. Donovan’s clean single over second scored O’Leary. Downs
sacrificed. Coughlin came to bat. [Manager] Griffith ordered Newton to walk Coughlin. This filled the bases with
Crawford and Cobb coming to bat. Crawford swung at the first ball over and popped to Elberfeld. Cobb lined the
ball to the right field fence for three bases, scoring Archer, Donovan, and Coughlin. Cobb scored the fifth run [of
the inning] himself on a wild pitch.” 

NYEWLD — “O’Leary doubled to left. Archer beat a bunt. Donovan singled, O’Leary scoring. Downs sacrificed,
Moriarty to Williams. Coughlin was passed, filling the bases. Crawford popped to Elberfeld. Cobb tripled to right,
Archer, Donovan, and Coughlin scoring. A wild pitch let Cobb score. Williams tossed Rossman out.”

NYHLD — Nothing at all.

NYPRS — “O’Leary doubled and the next two men singled, O’Leary scoring on Donovan’s hit. Downs sacrificed,
Coughlin flied, and Crawford was purposely passed, filling the bases. The strategic move failed, for Cobb cleaned
house with a triple and counted himself on Newton’s wild pitch.” [NOTE: This NYPRS description (which has
Coughlin being retired before Crawford was walked intentionally  and then scoring on Cobb’s  triple)  is  not  in
alignment with the descriptions given in the DFPDJ, DN, NYEWLD, and NYT game accounts, which state that
Coughlin walked and that Crawford was retired before Cobb hit his bases-loaded triple.]

NYSUN — Nothing at all.

NYT — “In  the  fourth  O’Leary  doubled,  Archer  and  Donovan singled,  Downs sacrificed,  and  Coughlin  was
passed. With two out and the bases filled, Cobb tripled over LaPorte.” [NOTE: This NYT description does not
state anything about who scored the runs and does not include what happened after Cobb’s triple.]

NYTRB — “The game was won in the fourth inning. With the bases full, Cobb tripled, bringing in the three men,
and scored himself on a wild pitch.” [NOTE: No other information was provided for the five fifth-inning runs.]

Seventh Inning — Detroit scored 2 runs

DFP — “In the seventh Rossman, O’Leary, and Archer all walked. Donovan fanned, but Downs hit to center,
scoring Rossman and O’Leary. Downs started for second on a hit and run play, but Coughlin’s drive toward right
was so fast that he could not side step the ball, which hit him on the foot. This retired the side.”

DJ — “Rossman, first up, walked. Schaefer sacrificed him to second and he actually stole third. Then O’Leary and
Archer were walked. Donovan fanned, but Downs sent across two scores on his line hit to center. Coughlin was
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up and, on a signal for a hit and run play, Downs started for second. On the way Coughlin’s safe poke far away
from a fielder hit Downs on the ankle and he was out, retiring the side.”

DN — “Moore walked Rossman, O’Leary, and Archer in the seventh. Downs hit to center, scoring Rossman and
O’Leary. The Tigers might have kept it up for a while longer, but Coughlin’s drive hit Downs on the leg while he
was making second on a hit and run play.”

NYEWLD — “Rossman walked. Schaefer sacrificed, Williams to Chase. Rossman stole third. O’Leary walked.
Archer walked,  filling  the bases.  Donovan fanned.  Downs singled to centre,  scoring Rossman and O’Leary.
Coughlin’s drive hit Downs.” 

NYHLD — Nothing at all.

NYPRS — “Detroit’s last runs in the seventh, Moore pitching, were due to three bases on balls and a single by
Downs.”

NYSUN — Nothing at all.

NYT — “… in the seventh, in which he [Moore] passed Rossman, O’Leary, and Archer and allowed Downs and
Coughlin to hit safely.”

NYTRB — Nothing at all.

SUMMARY of the 9 runs scored by the Tigers (newspaper text descriptions)

1 (First Inning) — Coughlin scored on a 1-RBI sacrifice fly by Rossman.

2 (First Inning) — Donovan scored on a 1-RBI single by Coughlin.

3 (Fourth Inning) — O’Leary scored on a 1-RBI single by Donovan. 
4 (Fourth Inning) — Archer scored on a 3-RBI triple by Cobb.
5 (Fourth Inning) — Donovan scored on a 3-RBI triple by Cobb.
6 (Fourth Inning) — Coughlin scored on a 3-RBI triple by Cobb.
7 (Fourth Inning) — Cobb scored on a wild pitch.

8 (Seventh Inning) — Rossman scored on a 2-RBI single by Downs.
9 (Seventh Inning) — O’Leary scored on a 2-RBI single by Downs.

UNOFFICIAL Runs Scored (This Work): Coughlin 2, Donovan 2, O’Leary 2, Archer 1, Cobb 1, Rossman 1.

UNOFFICIAL Runs Scored (Newspaper Box Scores): 

DFP —Coughlin 2, Cobb 1, Rossman 1, O’Leary 2, Archer 1, Donovan 2; all other players with 0.
DJ — Coughlin 2, Cobb 1, Rossman 1, O’Leary 2, Archer 1, Donovan 2; all other players with 0.
DN — Coughlin 2, Cobb 1, Rossman 1, O’Leary 2, Archer 1, Donovan 2; all other players with 0.
NYHLD — Coughlin 2, Cobb 1, Rossman 1, O’Leary 2, Archer 1, Donovan 2; all other players with 0.
NYPRS — Coughlin 2, Cobb 1, Rossman 1, O’Leary 2, Archer 1, Donovan 2; all other players with 0.
NYSUN — Coughlin 2, Cobb 1, Rossman 1, O’Leary 2, Archer 1, Donovan 2; all other players with 0.
NYT — Coughlin 2, Cobb 1, Rossman 1, O’Leary 2, Archer 1, Donovan 2; all other players with 0.
NYTRB — Coughlin 2, Cobb 1, Rossman 1, O’Leary 2, Archer 1, Donovan 2; all other players with 0.
NYWLD — Coughlin 2, Cobb 1, Rossman 1, O’Leary 2, Archer 1, Donovan 2; all other players with 0.

UNOFFICIAL Runs Scored (Retrosheet  Box Score):  Coughlin  2,  Cobb 1,  Rossman 1,  O’Leary  2,  Archer 1,
Donovan 2; all other players with 0.

OFFICIAL Runs Scored (Originally-Generated DBD sheets): Archer 1, Cobb 1, Coughlin 2, Donovan 2, O’Leary 2,
Rossman 1, Schaefer 1; all other players 0 (blank cells). 

CONCLUSIONS:

Schaefer actually scored 0 runs in the game (not 1 run as shown on the official DBD sheets).
Schaefer actually scored 45 runs for the entire season [exactly the same as shown on his official

DBD sheets because of one other game with a runs-scored error: in the game of August 29 in which he
actually scored one (1) run (not 0 runs as suggested by the official DBD records, which do not show
Schaefer playing the game)]. See below for the relevant information for the August 29 game.
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August 17, 1907 — Detroit vs. New York — Detroit Scored 3 runs

First Inning — Detroit scored 1 run

DFP — “Detroit had scored only once up to the ninth. That was in the opener, when Jones walked, advanced on
Schaefer’s out, and registered on Cobb’s single to left.”

DJ — Nothing at all.

DN — Nothing at all.

NYEWLD — Nothing at all. 

NYHLD — Nothing at all.

NYPRS — Nothing at all.

NYSUN — Nothing at all.

NYT — “Jones opened Detroit’s half of the first by getting a pass from Chesbro. An infield out advanced him, and
he scored on Cobb’s single to centre.”

NYTRB — Nothing at all.

Ninth Inning — Detroit scored 2 runs

DFP — “Schmidt flied out and Mullin was sent to bat for O’Leary. He made good with a single to right. Donovan
went in to run, and Killian cut a double that scored him. Jones was easy. Schaefer was there, hitting to center and
sending Killian home. Schaefer died trying to steal.” [NOTE: The box score in the DFP account states that “*Mullin
Batted for O’Leary in ninth.” and “**Donovan ran for Mullin.”

DJ — “Then the Tigers came up in the ninth and tied the issue on a hit by O’Leary [should be ‘Mullin’, a double by
Killian over third base, and an out at first by Jones.” [NOTE: This DJ description is not in alignment with the
description given in the DFP account. 

DN — “Two [runs] behind in the ninth round, [manager] Jennings sent Mullin to bat for O’Leary and was rewarded
by a pretty single to left center. Then Jennings sent Donovan to run bases for Mullin. Donovan showed speed
when he scored on Killian’s double down the base line. Jones’s out to Williams sent Killian to third, and when
Schaefer lined one past second [Killian scored and] the score was tied [3-3].

NYEWLD — Nothing at all.

NYHLD — Nothing at all.

NYPRS — “Mullin was of value in tying the score in the ninth. Batting for O’Leary, Mullin made a single and
Donovan ran for him. One-baggers by Killian, Jones and Schaefer followed and evened the score, Jones pilfering
second before Schaefer made his swat.” [NOTE: While the NYSUN box scored does include “*Mullin” (with the
asterisked statement, “*Batted for O’Leary in the ninth inning.”), it does not include Donovan, who pinch ran for
Mullin. The NYPRS box score shows Mullin with one (1) run scored.]

NYSUN — “Jennings sent Mullin to bat; before the fuss was over, Mullin had singled, Killian doubled, Schaefer
contributed a hit, and the score was tied.” [NOTE: While the NYSUN box scored does include “*Mullin” (with the
asterisked statement, “*Batted for O’Leary in the ninth inning.”), it does not include Donovan, who pinch ran for
Mullin. The NYSUN box score shows Mullin with one (1) run scored.] 

NYT — “With one out in Detroit’s half of the ninth, Mullin singled and made the circuit on Killian’s double, which 
bounced off the left field bleachers and eluded Conroy. An infield out advanced Killian, who scored on Schaefer’s 
sharp drive through the box.” [NOTE: The NYT box score states, “†Donovan ran for Mullin” and shows Donovan 
with one (1) run.] 

NYTRB — Nothing at all. [NOTE: The box score in the NYTRB account states that “*(Mullin) Batted for O’Leary in
ninth inning.” and “†(Donovan) ran for Mullin.”

SUMMARY of the 3 runs scored by the Tigers (newspaper text descriptions)

1 (First Inning) — Jones scored on a 1-RBI single by Cobb.
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2 (Ninth Inning) — Donovan scored on a 1-RBI double by Killian.
3 (Ninth Inning) — Killian scored on a 1-RBI single by Schaefer.

UNOFFICIAL Runs Scored (This Work): Jones 1, Donovan 1, Killian 1. 

UNOFFICIAL Runs Scored (Newspaper Box Scores): 

DFP — Jones 1, Killian 1, Donovan 1; all other players with 0.
DJ — Jones 1, Killian 1, Donovan 1; all other players with 0.
DN — Jones 1, Killian 1, Donovan 1; all other players with 0.
NYEWLD — No box score provided.
NYHLD — Jones 1, Killian 1, Donovan 1; all other players with 0.
NYPRS — Jones 1, Killian 1, Mullin 1; all other players with 0.
NYSUN —Jones 1, Killian 1, Mullin 1; all other players with 0.
NYT — Jones 1, Killian 1, Donovan 1; all other players with 0.
NYTRB — Jones 1, Killian 1, Donovan 1; all other players with 0.

UNOFFICIAL Runs Scored (Retrosheet Box Score): Jones 1, Killian 1, Donovan 1; all other players with 0.

OFFICIAL Runs Scored (Originally-Generated DBD sheets): Jones 1, Killian 1, Mullin 1; all other players 0 (blank
cells). 

CONCLUSIONS:

Donovan actually scored 1 run in the game (not 0 runs as shown on the official DBD sheets).
Donovan actually scored 21 runs for the entire 1907 season (not 20 runs as shown on the official

DBD sheets and the various baseball encyclopedias and websites).
Mullin actually scored 0 runs in the game (not 1 run as shown on the official DBD sheets).
Mullin actually scored 15 runs for the entire 1907 season (not 16 runs as shown on the official

DBD sheets and the various baseball encyclopedias and websites).

August 22, 1907 — Detroit vs. Boston — Detroit Scored 8 runs

First Inning — Detroit scored 3 runs

DFP — “Jones walked and Coughlin flied. Crawford sent a little bounder to Unglaub, and beat it. Cobb bunted to
Knight, also for a base hit. Jones scored on this bunt, and Crawford and Cobb took an extra base each on a wide
throw by Knight. Rossman fanned, but Downs hit to center, scoring both runners. That ended Kroh, and Morgan
went to work.” 

DJ — “Three [runs] came in the first, Jones’s pass, hits by Crawford, Cobb, and Downs, and Knight’s error.”

DN — Nothing at all. 

BG — “Jones was passed in the first, and went to second on Crawford’s smash to right, after Coughlin had flied
out to Sullivan. Cobb hit safely, and the three bags were populated. Rossman struck out, but Downs came true
and straight with a single to center, which, aided by a wild throw, let all three runs go over the plate.”

BH — Nothing at all.

BP — “The Tigers knocked Kroh off his perch in the first inning and scored three runs off a pass to Jones, singles
by Crawford, Cobb, and Downs, and a wild heave by Knight.”

Second Inning — Detroit scored 1 run

DFP — “O’Leary was the first man to face Morgan, in the second, and he hit to center. Donovan’s out advanced
him, and Jones hit him home.”

DJ — “Another [run] came in the second on O’Leary’s hit and two steals and Jones’s single.”

DN — Nothing at all. 

BG — “The next run came in the second, when O’Leary singled to center, stole, went to third on Donovan’s out,
Knight to Unglaub, and came in on Jones’s single. A pretty piece of fielding was done by Ferris, Unglaub, and
Knight in this inning, when they doubled Jones and Coughlin on Coughlin’s bounder to Ferris.”
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BH — Nothing at all.

BP — Nothing at all.

Third Inning — Detroit scored 1 run

DFP — “Crawford tripled in the third, and Cobb’s single put him across the plate.”

DJ — “Still another [run] came in the third on Crawford’s triple and Cobb’s single.”

DN — Nothing at all. 

BG — “The run in the third came on Crawford’s triple to right and Cobb’s single to left.”

BH — Nothing at all.

BP — Nothing at all.

Fourth Inning — Detroit scored 2 runs

DFP — “Schmidt hit in the fourth, and the next two outs put him at third. Jones walked. Coughlin got an infield hit,
scoring Schmidt. Knight made a wicked throw past Unglaub, and Jones also scored, coming from first on the
error.”

DJ — “Schmidt’s single, O’Learys sacrifice, Jones’s pass, Coughlin’s hit, and Knight’s error, Schmidt and Jones
scoring.” 

DN — Nothing at all. 

BG — “The two [runs] in the fourth came on Schmidt’s left field single, O’Leary’s sacrifice, Donovan’s out, and
Coughlin’s hit.” [NOTE: This BG description does not state who scored the two runs; it also does include mention
of Jones getting a base on balls. See the descriptions in the DFP and DJ accounts.]

BH — Nothing at all.

BP — Nothing at all.

Eighth Inning — Detroit scored 1 run

DFP — “Glaze was found for the run that eventually won, in the eighth. After two were out, he walked O’Leary
and Donovan and Jones contributed singles that sent O’Leary home.”

DJ — “The other one came in the eighth, with two down, O’Leary walked, Donovan advanced him with a hit, and
O’Leary scored on Jones’s hit.”

DN — Nothing at all. 

BG — “… but that run in the eighth came on a base on balls to O’Leary, Donovan’s left field smash, and Jones’s
safe poke for a single to center.”

BH — Nothing at all.

BP — Nothing at all.

SUMMARY of the 8 runs scored by the Tigers (newspaper text descriptions)

1 (First Inning) — Jones scored on a 1-RBI single by Cobb.
2 (First Inning) — Crawford scored on a 2-RBI single by Downs.
3 (First Inning) — Cobb scored on a 2-RBI single by Downs.

4 (Second Inning) — O’Leary scored on a 1-RBI single by Jones.

5 (Third Inning) — Crawford scored on a 1-RBI single by Cobb.

6 (Fourth Inning) — Schmidt scored on a 1-RBI single by Coughlin.
7 (Fourth Inning) — Jones scored (from first base) on an infield single by Coughlin coupled with a fielding error
(wild throw to first) by the third baseman. 
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8 (Eighth Inning) — O’Leary scored on a 1-RBI single by Jones.

UNOFFICIAL Runs Scored (This Work): Jones 2, Crawford 2, Cobb 1, O’Leary 2, Schmidt 1.

UNOFFICIAL Runs Scored (Newspaper Box Scores): 

DFP — Jones 2, Crawford 2, Cobb 1, Schmidt 1, O’Leary 2; all other players with 0.
DJ — Jones 2, Crawford 2, Cobb 1, Schmidt 1, O’Leary 2; all other players with 0.
DN — Jones 2, Crawford 2, Cobb 1, Schmidt 1, O’Leary 2; all other players with 0.
BG — Jones 2, Crawford 2, Cobb 1, Schmidt 1, O’Leary 2; all other players with 0
BH — Jones 2, Crawford 2, Cobb 1, Schmidt 1, O’Leary 2; all other players with 0. 
BP — Jones 2, Crawford 2, Cobb 1, Schmidt 1, O’Leary 2; all other players with 0.

UNOFFICIAL Runs Scored (Retrosheet Box Score): Jones 2, Crawford 2, Cobb 1, Schmidt 1, O’Leary 2; all other
players with 0.

OFFICIAL Runs Scored (Originally-Generated DBD sheets): Cobb 1, Crawford 1, Jones 2, O’Leary 2, Schmidt 1;
all other players 0 (blank cells). 

CONCLUSIONS:

Crawford actually scored 2 runs in the game (not 1 run as shown on the official DBD sheets).
Crawford actually scored 103 runs for the entire season (not 102 as given on his official DBD 

sheets).

August 29, 1907 — Detroit vs. St. Louis — Detroit Scored 4 runs

Third Inning — Detroit scored 1 run

DFP — “In the third the Tigers took a tally, O’Leary bearing it home. He coaxed the only pass that Glade gave.
Killian bunted, and was safe. Jones laid one down, and also made first. This filled the sacks with none gone. But
Coughlin struck out, and Crawford hit to Wallace, forcing Jones. O’Leary scored on the play. Wallace threw out
Cobb.”

DJ — “The Tigers got their first run in the third. O’Leary walked. Killian and Jones hit and O’Leary went across on
Crawford’s out at first.”

DN — Nothing at all.”

St. Louis Globe-Democrat  (SLGD) — “Detroit gathered a lone run in its half of the [third] inning off a pass to
O’Leary, safe bunts by Killian and D. Jones, and an infield out on a force play. Glade emerged finely from the
situation he found with the bases full and none out, by striking out Coughlin and holding Crawford and Cobb to
infield grounders.”

St. Louis Republic  (SLREP) — “O’Leary worked Glade for a pass and was sacrificed to second by Killian. D.
Jones sacrificed O’Leary to third, and Crawford hammered hard to Wallace, who broke the drive down, but had no
chance to cut off O’Leary at the plate.”

Ninth Inning — Detroit scored 3 runs

DFP — “Cobb started by driving a fast grounder to right, Niles making a great but useless attempt to get to the
ball. Rossman stung one over second, which put Cobb at third base. Rossman was taken out, Schaefer going in
to run for him. Downs smashed a hit past Niles, the latter knocking down the ball as it was going by, and pursuing
it into right field. Cobb scored, but Niles overtook the ball in time to hold Schaefer at second base. Right here
Glade went out an Dineen went in. He started proceedings by hitting Schmidt, filling the sacks. This brought up
O’Leary. The third ball pitched he smashed into left, Downs followed Schaefer home. Stone made a throw to the
plate, but there was no chance to get Downs, and the game was won.”

DJ — “Cobb bent one of Glade’s curves into right field beyond the reach of Niles for a base. Rossman laid one
high and dry to center field for a base, sending Cobb to third. Downs landed on one. The ball went fast and wide
to Niles and rolled into right field. Cobb scored. Schaefer, who was sent in to run for Rossman, was at third.
Downs remained at first. Schmidt was up. BLA-BLA-BLA … [Dineen replaced Glade.] … [Dineen hit Schmidt with
a pitched ball.] … That filled the bases. … O’Leary … [hit the ball] … over the third bag. Schaefer was over in a
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jiffy. Stone connected with the ball and slammed it to the plate to head Downs. Spencer got it wide and then
dropped it and Downs was safe with the winning run.”

DN — “Cobb singled; Rossman followed suit, Cobb going to third. Schaefer was elected to run the bases for
Rossman. Downs made his third hit of the day, scoring Cobb. Then Glade was hauled from the box and Dineen
substituted. His first offering was to hit Schmidt with the ball, and the sacks were packed. No one was out when
O’Leary picked up his bat and and stood at the plate. He landed on one of Dineen’s curves for a single just over
Wallace’s head, and Schaefer and Downs raced home.”

SLGD — “Cobb led off the ninth with a sharp hit grounder just out of Niles’s reach. Rossman shot a hot drive over
second base on which Cobb took third. Downs hit to Niles, who fumbled, Cobb scoring. There were men on first
and second and none out. [Manager] McAleer stopped Glade and sent in Dineen. The first ball Dineen pitched
took a sharp shoot toward Schmidt and he was hit on the arm. The sacks were [now] full. O’Leary swung with all
his might. Yeager made a frantic stab into the air, but the course of the sphere was too high. Schaefer, who had
been substituted on the lines for Rossman, trotted in, and Downs, who had secured a big lead off second before
the ball was hit, sprinted over the plate in advance of Stone’s throw.”

SLREP — “Cobb and Rossman started the ninth with singles. Downs tore off a stinging grounder to Niles, who
fumbled it and Cobb scored. Manager McAleer took Glade out of the box and sent Dineen to the front to save the
game for St. Louis. Dineen lacked control and thumped Schmidt in the ribs with the first ball he pitched. O’Leary
followed Schmidt at the bat. O’Leary laced the ball hard to left center, scoring Schaefer and Downs. Schaefer ran
for Rossman.”

SUMMARY of the 4 runs scored by the Tigers (newspaper text descriptions)

1 (Third Inning) — O’Leary scored on a 1-RBI fielder’s-choice-force-out by Crawford.

2 (Ninth Inning) — Cobb scored on a 1-RBI single by Downs.
3 (Ninth Inning) — Schaefer scored on a 2-RBI single by O’Leary.
4 (Ninth Inning) — Downs scored on a 2-RBI single by O’Leary.

UNOFFICIAL Runs Scored (This Work): O’Leary 1, Cobb 1, Schaefer 1, Downs 1. 

UNOFFICIAL Runs Scored (Newspaper Box Scores): 

DFP — Cobb 1, Downs 1, O’Leary 1, Schaefer 1; all other players with 0.
DJ — Cobb 1, Downs 1, O’Leary 1, Schaefer 1; all other players with 0.
DN — Cobb 1, Downs 1, O’Leary 1, Schaefer 1; all other players with 0.
SLGD — Cobb 1, Downs 1, O’Leary 1, Schaefer 1; all other players with 0.
SLREP — Cobb 1, Downs 1, O’Leary 1; all other players with 0; Schaefer was not included in the box score.

UNOFFICIAL Runs Scored (Retrosheet Box Score): Cobb 1, Downs 1, O’Leary 1, Schaefer 1; all other players
with 0.

OFFICIAL Runs Scored (Originally-Generated DBD sheets): Cobb 1, Downs 1, O’Leary 1, Rossman 1; all other
players 0 (blank cells). 

CONCLUSIONS:

Schaefer actually scored 1 run in the game (not 0 runs as suggested on the official DBD sheets,
since there is no entry for Schaefer playing in the August 29 game).

Schaefer actually scored 45 runs for the entire season (exactly the same as shown on his official
DBD sheets because of one other game with runs-scored errors: in the game of July 10 [in which he
actually  scored zero (0)  runs (not 1 run as shown on the official DBD records).  See above for  the
relevant information on the July 10 game.

Rossman actually scored 0 runs in the game (not 1 run as shown on the official DBD sheets).
Rossman actually scored 59 runs for the entire 1907 season (not 60 runs as shown on the official

DBD sheets and the various baseball encyclopedias and websites).

September 3, 1907 — Detroit at Chicago — Detroit Scored 9 runs

First Inning — Detroit scored 3 runs

DFP — “Jones  singled  into  left  and  Coughlin,  after  two  foul  bunts,  forced  him.  Crawford  sent  one  against
Donohue’s shins so fast that it bounded across the diamond into left field. Cobb singled to Dougherty, filling the
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sacks. Rossman chopped the ball towards Tannehill, and sprinted for first. Tannehill threw into the runner, and
the ball caromed off Donohue’s mitt, into right field. Coughlin would have scored, of course, even on a perfect
play. Crawford also registered easily on the error. Cobb made one of his mighty sprints from first and slid over the
pan as the ball sank into Sullivan’s mitt. The next two batters died on the infield.”

DJ — “The Tigers started the scoring in  the first  inning.  Jones singled to  center  but  died on second when
Coughlin forced him. Crawford and Cobb singled, filling the bases. Rossman grounded to Tannehill, who threw
wildly to first, allowing Coughlin, Crawford, and Cobb to score. The latter made a great slide at the plate to get
there in time.”

DN — Nothing at all. 

Chicago Inter Ocean (CHIO) — “D. Jones hit to left, but was forced by Coughlin, Tannehill to Rohe. Donohue
fumbled Crawford’s  grounder,  and Cobb hit  to  left,  filling  the  bases with  but  one out.  Rossman beat  out  a
grounder to Tannehill and Coughlin scored. Tannehill threw Rossman’s grounder off to one side, and Crawford
and Cobb were able to score before the ball was retrieved. The round ended on Payne’s grounder to Rohe.”

Chicago Record-Herald (CHRECHLD) — “D. Jones singled, but was forced by Coughlin. Crawford scratched a hit
to Donohue and Cobb’s single to left filled the sacks. Rossman dribbled a slow grounder to Tannehill. He had no
chance to get Jones at the plate and threw to first to nail the batsman, but the heave was wide and Donohue
failed to stop it. The ball rolled out into right field and before it was recovered all the base runners had scored,
although Rossman got no farther than first. The next two men were thrown out by Rohe.”

Chicago Tribune  (CHT) — “D. Jones opened the trouble box by scratching a lob just over short field safely.
Coughlin forced him at second. Donohue fumbled Crawford’s bounder. Cobb pushed a single to left, but Coughlin
was held on third. Rossman hit a slow one to Tannehill, who bet the runner with his throw all right, but Donohue
muffed it, trying to avoid a collision. The ball rolled so far away that three runners scored on the mishap. Rohe
tossed out the next two.”

Fourth Inning — Detroit scored 1 run

DFP — “In the fourth, Rossman singled to left, made third on a couple of infield outs, and scored when Schaefer’s
fast grounder got through Davis.

DJ — “Rossman scored the next run, in the fourth, when he singled, advanced two bases on as many infield outs,
and scored when Davis failed to draw the bead on Schaefer’s grounder.”

DN — Nothing at all. 

CHIO — “Detroit added another run in the fourth, on a hit by Rossman, Downs’s sacrifice, Schmidt’s out, and
Davis’s error.”

CHRECHLD — “Rossman started  more trouble  in  the fourth  by  hitting  to  left  and taking third  on two outs.
Schaefer hit to Davis and the ball was fumbled, Rossman scoring.”

CHT — “In the fourth a single, a sacrifice, and Davis’s fumble let in the fourth Tiger.”

Sixth Inning — Detroit scored 3 runs

DFP — “Rossman started the bother after Cobb was gone; he whaled a triple into right. Downs hit to left, scoring
Rossman, and went to second while Dougherty was figuring where he would throw the ball. This gave Schmidt a
chance to single Downs home, and he hit into left. Dougherty tried to get Downs at the plate, but threw wildly and
Schmidt went all the way to third on the error. Thence he tallied when Schaefer cut loose a nice drive to center
field.”

DJ — “With one gone, Rossman connected for three bases. Downs singled, scoring Rossman. and took second
when the ball was relayed too late to the plate. Schmidt singled to left and Downs tallied, Dougherty making a
poor  throw to  the plate.  This  enabled  Schmidt  to  get  around to  third  base.  Schaefer  hit  safely  and scored
Schmidt.”

DN — Nothing at all. 

CHIO — “Doubles by Rossman and Downs, singles by Schmidt and Schaefer, and Sullivan’s error allowed the
Tigers to add three more [runs] in the sixth.”

CHRECHLD — “With Cobb gone in the sixth, Rossman ripped a three-bagger over first and scored when Downs
hit  to left.  Dougherty  loafed on the hit  and gave Downs an extra base. Schmidt  and Schaefer followed with
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singles, scoring Downs and Schmidt, the latter having taken two extra bases on Dougherty’s wild throw to the
plate.

CHT — “The sixth saw White’s finish. With one out, Rossman pulled a hot one just inside first base and made
three corners on it. Rohe’s relay on the play shot past Tannehill, and in retrieving the ball White wrenched himself
so that he limped painfully back to the slab. Downs hit a single into left, scoring Rossman, and made a double of it
because Dougherty slept. Schmidt scored Downs with a single to left, and reached third when Dougherty’s throw
shot past Sullivan. Schaefer singled Schmidt home.”

Seventh Inning — Detroit scored 2 runs

DFP — “Jones walked in the seventh and scored ahead of Cobb on the latter’s four-sack smash to the fence.”

DJ — “In the seventh inning, with Jones on first, Cobb hit for a home run and added two runs to Detroit’s total.”

DN — Nothing at all, although this was mentioned that Cobb’s home run — “That home run hit by Cobb was one
of the cleanest drives ever made on the Chicago lot.” No other information was given. 

CHIO — “With two men out and D. Jones on third in the seventh, Cobb smashed a home run drive to center field.”

CHRECHLD — “Owen loomed up on the slab in the seventh and gave D. Jones a pass. Coughlin sacrificed and
Crawford’s long fly to F. Jones made the second out. Then Cobb swiped a hit through center which F. Jones just
touched with his bare fingers. Cobb tore around the sacks and made a home run without hitting the ball out of the
lot.”

CHT — “Owen replaced White in the seventh, and a pass to D. Jones and Cobb’s home run through left center
scored more runs.”

SUMMARY of the 9 runs scored by the Tigers (newspaper text descriptions)

1 (First Inning) — Coughlin scored (from third base) on a 1-out 1-RBI grounder by Rossman, who was safe on a
fielding error (wild throw to first) by the third baseman.
2 (First Inning) — Crawford scored (from second base) on a fielding error (wild throw to first base) by the third
baseman; the batter, Rossman, was safe on the fielding error.
3 (First Inning) — Cobb scored (from first base) on a fielding error (wild throw to first base) by the third baseman;
the batter, Rossman, was safe on the fielding error.

4  (Fourth  Inning)  — Rossman scored (from third  base)  on a  2-out  fielding  error  (fumbled grounder)  by  the
shortstop Davis; the batter, Schaefer, was safe on the fielding error.

5 (Sixth Inning) — Rossman scored on a 1-RBI single by Downs.
6 (Sixth Inning) — Downs scored on a 1-RBI single by Schmidt.
7 (Sixth Inning) — Schmidt scored on a 1-RBI single by Schaefer.

8 (Seventh Inning) — Jones scored on a 2-RBI homer by Cobb.
9 (Seventh Inning) — Cobb scored on a 2-RBI homer by Cobb.

UNOFFICIAL Runs Scored (This Work): Coughlin 1, Crawford 1, Cobb 2, Rossman 2, Downs 1, Schmidt 1, Jones
1. 

UNOFFICIAL Runs Scored (Newspaper Box Scores): 

DFP — Jones 1, Coughlin 1, Crawford 1, Cobb 2, Rossman 2, Downs 1, Schmidt 1; all other players with 0.
DJ — Jones 1, Coughlin 1, Crawford 1, Cobb 2, Rossman 2, Downs 1, Schmidt 1; all other players with 0.
DN — Jones 1, Coughlin 1, Crawford 1, Cobb 2, Rossman 2, Downs 1, Schmidt 1; all other players with 0.
CHIO — Jones 1, Coughlin 1, Crawford 1, Cobb 2, Rossman 2, Downs 1, Schmidt 1; all other players with 0.
CHRECHLD — Jones 1, Coughlin 1, Crawford 1, Cobb 2, Rossman 2, Downs 1, Schmidt 1; all other players with
0. 
CHT — Jones 1, Coughlin 1, Crawford 1, Cobb 2, Rossman 2, Downs 1, Schmidt 1; all other players with 0.

UNOFFICIAL Runs Scored (Retrosheet  Box Score):  Jones 1,  Coughlin 1,  Crawford 1,  Cobb 2,  Rossman 2,
Downs 1, Payne 1; all other players with 0.

OFFICIAL Runs Scored (Originally-Generated DBD sheets): Cobb 1, Coughlin 1, Crawford 1, Downs 1, Jones 1,
Payne 1, Rossman 2; all other players 0 (blank cells). 

CONCLUSIONS:
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Schmidt actually scored 1 run in the game (not 0 runs as shown on the official DBD sheets).
Schmidt actually scored 33 runs for the entire 1907 season (not 32 runs as shown on the official

DBD sheets and the various baseball encyclopedias and websites).
Payne actually scored 0 runs in the game (not 1 run as shown on the official DBD sheets).
Payne actually scored 16 runs for the entire 1907 season (not 17 runs as shown on the official

DBD sheets and the various baseball encyclopedias and websites).

NOTE: The following statement was given in the DFP account of the game — “Detroit made a couple of changes
in its team. Payne was to catch the game, and batted in the first inning, but as soon as the Tigers got a lead of
three, [Manager] Jennings decided to switch to Schmidt, who is in better shape than the other catcher, and sent
him behind the bat.” This statement is significant since it means that Payne (who had only one at bat) could not
have scored in the sixth inning; Schmidt (who replaced Payne and had three at bats, including an RBI single in
the sixth inning) scored in the sixth inning.

October 1, 1907 — Detroit at Washington — Detroit scored 5 runs

First Inning — Detroit scored 1 run

DFP — “D. Jones waited for a pass, moved up on Schaefer’s sacrifice, and went to third on Cobb’s infield single,
after Crawford had flied. Cobb went to second to draw a throw, and Jones registered on Warner’s toss to center
field. Cobb tried to follow Jones home, but was tagged out sliding in.”

DJ — “D. Jones waited out a base on balls and Schaefer sacrificed him to second. Cobb made first on an infield
hit, Jones going to third, and when Cobb ran for second to draw a throw, Warner threw the ball into center field.
Jones scored and Cobb was out at the plate trying to come all the way from second on the heave.”

DN — Nothing at all.

Detroit Times (DT) — Nothing at all.

Washington Evening Star  (WES) — “Johnson passed D. Jones. Schaefer sacrificed him and Crawford flied to
Delahanty. Warner made a high throw trying to catch Cobb stealing. Jones raced home and Cobb tried the same
trick, but was thrown out at the plate.” [NOTE: The WES description does not mention how Cobb got on base —
an infield hit according to the DFP and DJ descriptions.]

Washington Herald (WHLD) — “D. Jones walked and was sacrificed to second by Schaefer. Crawford went out to
Delahanty, but Cobb singled to short, and when he attempted to steal Warner threw into center field, allowing
Jones to score, but Milan and Delahanty got the ball back in time to catch Cobb at the plate.” … PBP “Details of
the Game” — “D. Jones walked and moved along on Schaefer’s sacrifice. Crawford raised a high fly to Delahanty.
Cobb beat out a liner to O’Brien. Warner threw to center in trying to catch Cobb stealing, and D. Jones scored.
Cobb tried to count, but was thrown out on a relay from Milan to Delahanty to Warner.”

Washington Post (WP) — “Johnson passed D. Jones. Schaefer sacrificed, and Crawford was out on a little fly to
Delahanty. Cobb hit toward short, which O’Brien could not handle, and Jones took third. Cobb started for second
and Warner threw over Delahanty’s head, Jones scoring. Cobb tried to score from second and was thrown out at
the plate.”

Washington Times (WTMS) — Nothing at all.

Sixth Inning — Detroit scored 3 runs

DFP — “It went into the sixth, and Schaefer and Crawford had been disposed of when the storm broke. Cobb
started it by singling to center, after two strikes had been put over on him. Rossman doubled down the left field
foul line. The ball went into the overflow patrons, holding the hit to a double. This stopped Cobb at third. Coughlin
then produced the timely hit, walloping a two-baser to right field, scoring Cobb and Rossman. Schmidt also was
on the job, placing a line single to center, sending Coughlin home. Schmidt took second on the  throw to the plate,
but was left when O’Leary sent a grounder to Shipke.”

DJ — “Schaefer and Crawford were gone when Cobb placed his hit in center for a base. Rossman connected with
a delayed punch and sent the ball along the left field line into the crowd for two bases. Coughlin then planted his
third hit of the day into right field for two bases, scoring Cobb and Rossman. Schmidt singled over third, scoring
Coughlin. … With two down Cobb tore off his second hit and Rossman put him on third with a neat double. Then
Coughlin tore off a double which sent both Cobb and Rossman home with the tying runs. But to make it safe
Schmidt also hit and Coughlin scored, giving Detroit the lead [4-3].”

DN — “Cobb singled, Rossman and Coughlin each doubled, and Schmidt singled, netting three runs.”
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DT — “With two out and two strikes across the plate, Cobb shot a clean single to center. Rossman larruped to
right along the foul line and the ground rules held Cobb at third. Coughlin then shot a clean double to to right field,
Cobb and Rossman coming home. Schmidt was good for a single to deep center on which Coughlin hurried
across the pan.”

WES — “Schaefer started the sixth by striking out. Crawford flied to Delahanty. Cobb got a single, Rossman a
double, Coughlin a double, and Schmidt a single. Result, three runs. O’Leary ended the inning by grounding to
Shipke and being thrown out at first.”

WHLD — “Cobb singled to center and trotted to third on Rossman’s double into the crowd. Coughlin’s two-bagger
sent in Cobb and Rossman, and Coughlin followed his teammates when Schmidt hit along the third base foul
line.” … PBP “Details of the Game” — ”Schaefer [was] out, O’Brien to Blankenship. Crawford tried to smack it out
of  the lot,  but  the ball  went  straight  up and dropped into  Delahanty’  glove.  Cobb [singled]  into  center  [and
Rossman] poled one into the crowd for two bases, and both registered on Coughlin’s double to right, which Milan
could not quite reach. Coughlin scored on Schmidt’s hit.” 

WP — “Schaefer was out O’Brien to Blankenship. Crawford ballooned to Delahanty and Cobb singled to center.
Rossman doubled down the third base line, putting Cobb on third, and Coughlin scored both with a double to
right. Schmidt singled to left and Coughlin scored. O’Leary [was] out, Shipke to Blankenship.”

WTMS — Nothing at all.

Seventh Inning — Detroit scored 1 run

DFP — “In the seventh there were two down when Schaefer hit to center. He stole second base in a hurry.
Crawford lined out a long single , and Schaefer went home on it. Cobb couldn’t deliver this time, and flied to C.
Jones.”

DJ — “In the seventh Detroit adde another [run] for good measure after two had gone out. Schaefer singled and
promptly stole second. Crawford hit him home.”

DN — “With two down in the seventh, Schaefer turned loose a hit to center and followed it by stealing second.
Then Crawford lammed out a long single and Schaefer dashed home.”

DT — Nothing at all.

WES — “In the seventh, Siever started the inning by striking out. D. Jones flied to C. Jones. Schaefer singled,
stole second, and on Crawford’s hit came home. Crawford drew up at second on the throw-in, but was left when
Cobb flied to Jones.”

WHLD — “The last run was made in the eighth when Schaefer singled, stole second, and scored on Crawford’s
hit.” … PBP “Details of the Game” — “After Siever had struck out, D. Jones flied to C. Jones, but Schaefer
whipped a hit over short and stole. On Crawford’s hit Schaefer scored and Crawford went to second on the throw-
in, but got nor farther, as Cobb flied to center.”

WP — “Siever struck out. D. Jones flied to C. Jones. Schaefer singled to center. Schaefer stole second. Crawford
hit to center, scoring Schaefer and took second on the throw-in. Cobb flied to C. Jones.”

WTMS — Nothing at all.

SUMMARY of the 5 runs scored by the Tigers (newspaper text descriptions)

1 (First Inning) — Jones scored (from third base) on a fielding error (wild throw to second) by the catcher.

2 (Sixth Inning) — Cobb scored on a 2-RBI double by Coughlin.
3 (Sixth Inning) — Rossman scored on a 2-RBI double by Coughlin.
4 (Sixth Inning) — Coughlin scored on a 1-RBI single by Schmidt.

5 (Seventh Inning) — Schaefer scored on a 1-RBI single by Crawford.

UNOFFICIAL Runs Scored (This Work): Jones 1, Cobb 1, Rossman 1, Coughlin 1, Schaefer 1.

UNOFFICIAL Runs Scored (Newspaper Box Scores): 

DFP — Jones 1, Schaefer 1, Cobb 1, Rossman 1, Coughlin 1; all other players with 0.
DJ — Jones 1, Schaefer 1, Cobb 1, Rossman 1, Coughlin 1; all other players with 0.
DN — Jones 1, Schaefer 1, Cobb 1, Rossman 1, Coughlin 1; all other players with 0.
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DT — Jones 1, Schaefer 1, Cobb 1, Rossman 1, Coughlin 1; all other players with 0.
WES — Jones 1, Schaefer 1, Cobb 1, Rossman 1, Coughlin 1; all other players with 0.
WHLD — Jones 1, Schaefer 1, Cobb 1, Rossman 1, Coughlin 1; all other players with 0.
WP — Jones 1, Schaefer 1, Cobb 1, Rossman 1, Coughlin 1; all other players with 0.
WTMS — Jones 1, Schaefer 1, Cobb 1, Rossman 1, Coughlin 1; all other players with 0.

UNOFFICIAL Runs Scored (Retrosheet Box Score): Jones 1, Schaefer 1, Cobb 1, Rossman 1, Coughlin 1; all
other players with 0.

OFFICIAL Runs Scored (Originally-Generated DBD sheets): Archer 1, Cobb 1, Coughlin 1, Jones 1, Rossman 1,
Schaefer 1; all other players 0 (blank cells). 

CONCLUSIONS:

Archer actually  scored 0 runs in the game (not  1  run as shown on the official  DBD sheets);
according to my research, Archer did not play in the game on October 1, 1907.

Archer actually scored 4 runs for the entire 1907 season (not 6 runs as shown on the official DBD
sheets and the various baseball encyclopedias and websites). As dealt with below, Archer was affected
by another runs-scored error, in a game (either the first or second) on October 2; the official DBD record
credits him with one (1) run scored in the (unspecified) game; according to my research, Archer scored
0 runs because he did not play in either of the two games.

October 2, 1907 (first game) — Detroit at Washington — Detroit scored 9 runs

First Inning — Detroit scored 3 runs

DFP — “D. Jones opened the game with a single to right and went to third when Schaefer planted one in the
same spot. Smith was yanked immediately. Falkenberg went in and fanned Crawford. Schaefer drew a throw to
first by Falkenberg and Jones raced home when Blankenship muffed the ball. Cobb singled Schaefer to third and
stole second himself. Rossman fouled out. With two down, Coughlin hammered a hummer into deep left, scoring
both runs. He died trying to make his hit a two-sacker.”

DJ — “Jones singled past first. On a pretty hit and run play, Schaefer singled to right and Jones made third.
[Manager] Cantillon derricked Smith and Falkenberg went to the box. Blankenship dropped Falkenberg’s throw to
first  to  catch Schaefer  off  the bag  and Jones scored.  Crawford struck  out,  but  Cobb singled  to  center  and
Schaefer took third on a great sprint. Cobb stole second. Rossman fouled to Shipke. Coughlin singled past third,
scoring Schaefer and Cobb. Falkenberg threw to first to catch Coughlin. The throw was wild, but Coughlin was
caught at second, Blankenship to Delahanty.”

DN — “Jones singled past first. On a pretty hit-and-run play Schaefer singled to right and Jones made third.
[Manager]  Cantillon  promptly  derricked  C.  Smith  and  Falkenberg  went  in  the  box.  Blankenship  dropped
Falkenberg’s throw to first to catch Schaefer off  the bag, and Jones scored. Crawford was struck out. Cobb
singled to center and Schaefer sprinted to third. Cobb stole second. Rossman fouled to Shipke. Coughlin singled
past third, and Schaefer and Cobbs scored. T. Smith threw to first to catch Coughlin leading off the bag. The
throw was wild, but Coughlin was caught trying to reach second, Blankenship to Delahanty.” 

DT — “Jones singled past first. On a pretty hit and run play Schaefer singled to right and Jones made third.
Castillon promptly derricked Smith and Falkenberg went to the box. Blankenship dropped Falkenberg’s throw to
first  to catch Schaefer off  the bag and Jones scored. Crawford was struck out.  Cobb singled to center and
Schaefer  sprinted  to  third.  Cobb stole  second.  Rossman fouled  to  Shipke.  Coughlin  singled  past  third  and
Schaefer and Cobb scored. Smith threw to first to catch Coughlin leading off the bag. The throw was wild but
Coughlin was caught trying to make second, Blankenship to Delahanty.”

WES — Nothing at all.

WHLD — “D. Jones singled to right and on a hit and run he reached third while Schaefer was safe at first.
Cantillon immediately pulled C. Smith and sent Falkenberg in. Blankenship dropped the throw to catch Schaefer
off first and Jones scored. Crawford fanned. Cobb’s single put Schaefer on third. Cobb stole. Rossman flied to
Shipke. Coughlin’s hit scored two, but he was out at second, Ganley to Blankenship to Delahanty.”

WP — “D. Jones, the first man to face Smith, hit safely. He and Schaefer played the hit and run, and when
Delahanty left his position to cover the bag Schaefer shoved a liner right where Delahanty had been standing a
moment before. Smith was taken out and Falkenberg substituted. He struck out Crawford, but followed this feat
by throwing poorly to first, and Jones, who was on third, trotted home. Cobb singled and Schaefer took third.
Cobb stole second, and both men scored when Coughlin hit safely.” … “Jones opened with a single to right. He
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and Schaefer played the hit and run successfully, Schaefer hitting a liner where Delahanty had been standing,
Joes  taking  third.  Smith  was  taken  out  and  Falkenberg  substituted.  In  an  effort  to  catch  Schaefer  off  first
Falkenberg threw poorly, and before Blankenship could recover the ball Jones had scored. Crawford struck out,
but Cobb singled, sending Schaefer to third. Cobb stole second. Rossman popped a fly to Shipke. Coughlin
singled to left, scoring Schaefer and Cobb.”

WTMS — Nothing at all.

Third Inning — Detroit scored 1 run

DFP — “Detroit scored in its half of the third on Schaefer’s single, steal of second, and a fine drive by Crawford.
Crawford died trying to take two. Cobb was safe on an error and stole second, while Rossman made first on a
pass. Both of them perished in reckless efforts to pilfer the third sack, Rossman having advanced to second while
Warner and Shipke were getting Cobb.”

DJ — “Schaefer hit to deep short and beat Smith’s throw. Schaefer stole second. Crawford singled to center,
scoring Schaefer. Crawford was out trying to take second on the throw, Jones to Delahanty. Cobb was safe on
Smith’s low throw to first and stole second. Rossman walked. Cobb was out stealing third,  Block to Shipke.
Rossman made for third [should be ‘second’] on the play and was out the same way.”

DN — “Schaefer hit to deep short and beat T. Smith’s throw. Schaefer stole second. Crawford singled to center,
scoring Schaefer. Crawford was out trying to make second, Jones to Delahanty. Cobb was safe of Smiths low
throw to first. Cobb stole second. Rossman walked. Cobb was out trying to steal third, Block to Shipke. Rossman
made for third on the play and was out the same route.” 

DT — “Schaefer hit to deep short and beat Smith’s throw. Schaefer stole second. Crawford singled to center,
scoring Schaefer. Crawford was out trying to make second, Jones to Delahanty. Cobb was safe on Smith’s low
throw to first. Cobb stole second. Rossman walked. Cobb was out trying to steal third, Block to Shipke. Rossman
made for third [should be ‘second’]on the play and was out by the same route trying to steal.”

WES — Nothing at all.

WHLD — “Schaefer beat out a grounder to short and stole. Crawford knocked Schaefer in, but was taken out at
second by Milan. T. Smith’s wide throw gave Cobb a life. Cobb stole second. Rossman walked. Quick throws by
Block caught Cobb and Rossman trying to steal third.”

WP — “Schaefer’s hit and steal were followed by Crawford’s hit and he came home for the Tigers in the third.” …
“Schaefer singled, stole second, and scored on Crawford’s single. Cobb was safe on Blankenship’s muff. He stole
second. Rossman walked. They tried for a double steal and Cobb was nailed at third. Rossman tried to steal third
and was also nailed.”

WTMS — Nothing at all.   

Fourth Inning — Detroit scored 2 runs

DFP — “Two more [runs] came in the fourth. Coughlin singled, Schmidt  sacrificed, and O’Leary died on the
infield. Mullin hit over second, scoring Coughlin. Jones took a walk. Schaefer tore off his third hit, sending Mullin
home. T. Smith made a fine stop on Crawford, ending the round.”

DJ — “Warner is catching for Washington. Coughlin singled cleanly to center.  Schmidt  sacrificed, Warner to
Blankenship. O’Leary was out , Delahanty to Blankenship, Coughlin going to third. Mullin singled over second,
Coughlin scoring.  Jones walked. Schaefer singled over third and Mullin scored. Crawford was out,  Smith to
Blankenship.”

DN — “Warner  catching  for  Washington.  Coughlin  singled  cleanly  to  center.  Schmidt  sacrificed,  Warner  to
Blankenship. O’Leary was out, Delahanty to Blankenship, Coughlin going to third. Mullin singled over second,
Coughlin scoring. Jones drew a base on balls. Schaefer singled over third and Mullin scored. Crawford was out,
Smith to Blankenship.” 

DT  —  “Warner  caught  for  Washington.  Coughlin  singled  cleanly  to  center.  Schmidt  sacrificed,  Warner  to
Blankenship. O’Leary was out, Delahanty to Blankenship, Coughlin going to third. Mullin singled over second,
Coughlin scoring. Jones drew a base on balls. Schaefer singled over third and Mullin scored. Crawford was out,
Smith to Blankenship,”

WES — Nothing at all.
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WHLD — “Coughlin opened with a safety to center and was sacrificed to second by Schmidt. O’Leary [was] out,
second to first. Mullin’s single scored Coughlin. D. Jones walked. Schaefer’s drive over third scored Mullin. Smith
threw Crawford out at first.”

WP — “Three singles and a base on balls gave the Tigers two more [runs] in the fourth.” … “Coughlin opened
with a single to center. Schmidt sacrificed him to second. O’Leary was out, Delahanty to first, Coughlin taking third
on the play. Mullin singled, scoring Coughlin. Jones walked. Schaefer singled, scoring Mullin. Crawford was out,
Smith to first.”

WTMS — Nothing at all.

Fifth Inning — Detroit scored 1 run

DFP — “In the next inning, the fifth, Patten was sent out to stop the Tigers. Cobb singled, stole second, took third
on a short overthrow, and registered on Coughlin’s infield hit, easily beaten out.”

DJ — “Patten went into the box for Washington. Cobb singled through short. Cobb stole second and made third
on Warner’s high throw. Rossman fanned. Coughlin got his third single, a clean hit  to center, Cobb scoring.
Schmidt lined to Smith and Coughlin was doubled off first.”

DN — “Patten went into the box for Washington. Cobb singled to short. Cobb stole second and made third on
Warner’s high throw. Rossman fanned. Coughlin got his third single, clean to center, Cobb scoring. Schmidt lined
to Smith and Coughlin was doubled off first.” 

DT — “Patten went into the box for Washington. Cobb singled to short. Cobb stole second and made third on 
Warner’s high throw. Rossman fanned. Coughlin got his third single, cleanly into center, Cobb scoring. Schmidt 
lined to Smith, and Coughlin was doubled off first.”

WES — Nothing at all.

WHLD — “Cobb singled stole second, and continued to third when the throw went through Delahanty. Coughlin’s
single scored Cobb, but Schmidt hit into a double play.”

WP — “… and Cobb’s hit and steal on Warner’s poor throw, followed by Coughlin’s hit, gave the Tigers another
[run] in the fifth.” … “Cobb singled and stole second and third on Warner’s wild throw. Rossman fanned. Coughlin
singled to center, scoring Cobb. Schmidt drove a liner to Smith, and Coughlin was doubled up, Smith to first.”

WTMS — Nothing at all.

Eighth Inning — Detroit scored 2 runs

DFP — “Better luck in the eighth. With two down, Schaefer and Crawford both singled. Cobb smashed a nasty
one at Milan, Schaefer scoring easily. Milan fumbled the ball and Crawford also dug for the plate. Cobb hustled
along in an endeavor to make three on the play and was out, Milan to Delahanty to Shipke.”

DJ — “Two were down when Schaefer annexed another hit and Crawford did likewise. Cobb drove low to Milan
and Schaefer scored with Crawford on his heels. Cobb came all the way around on the throws, but was out at the
plate.” [NOTE: This DJ description does not mention Milan’s fielding error (fumbled pickup of Cobb’s single) and
states that Cobb was retired at home, which is not in alignment with other descriptions which state that Cobb was
retired at third.]

DN — “Mullin out at first. Jones fouled out. Schaefer singled. Crawford singled. Cobb singled. Schaefer scored.
Crawford scored. Cobb took second. Cobb out at third.”

DT — Nothing at all.

WES — Nothing at all.

WHLD — “Delahanty threw Mullin out. D. Jones fouled to Warner. Schaefer singled. Crawford hit to right and
Cobb cleaned up with a singled through Blankenship, which Milan fumbled, but Cobb was out at third. … In the
eighth three singles and an error by Milan netted the Tigers the last two runs of the game.”

WP — “The Tigers clinched it in the eighth when, after two men were out, Schaefer, Crawford, and Cobb singled,
which netted a brace of  tallies.”  … “Mullin was out,  Delahanty to Blankenship.  Jones fouled out  to  Warner.
Schaefer singled over second. Crawford singled to right. Cobb singled through Blankenship, and Rossman and
Schaefer scored. Cobb was out, Milan to Delahanty to Shipke.” [NOTE: According to the official records, Milan
was charged with one fielding error. In the batter-by-batter play-by-play description given in the WP game account
no error was mentioned with Milan. However, as stated in the descriptions in the DFP and WHLD game accounts,
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Milan fumbled the ball that Cobb hit for a single (the official records showing that Cobb had four hits in five at bats,
none of his hits being extra base hits). Since Cobb was put out at third base (Milan to Delahanty to Shipke), he
had advanced to second on Milan’s error (fumble). And, it is, therefore, entirely reasonable (if not mandatory) to
conclude  that  Crawford  advanced  from  first  to  second  (or  third)  on  Cobb’s  single  and  then  scored  as  a
consequence of Milan’s error (fumble).  

WTMS — Nothing at all.

SUMMARY of the 9 runs scored by the Tigers (newspaper text descriptions)

1 (First Inning) — Jones scored (form third base) on a fielding error (muffed catch) by the first baseman.
2 (First Inning) — Schaefer scored on a 2-RBI single by Coughlin.
3 (First Inning) — Cobb scored on a 2-RBI single by Coughlin.

4 (Third Inning) — Schaefer scored on a 1-RBI single by Crawford.

5 (Fourth Inning) — Coughlin scored on a 1-RBI single by Mullin.
6 (Fourth Inning) — Mullin scored on a 1-RBI single by Schaefer.

7 (Fifth Inning) — Cobb scored on a 1-RBI single by Coughlin.

8 (Eighth Inning) — Schaefer scored on a 1-RBI single by Cobb.
9 (Eighth Inning) — Crawford scored (from first base) on a single by Cobb coupled with a fielding error (fumbled
pickup) by the right fielder.

UNOFFICIAL Runs Scored (This Work): Jones 1, Schaefer 3, Cobb 2, Mullin 1, Crawford 1.

UNOFFICIAL Runs Scored (Newspaper Box Scores): 

DFP — Jones 1, Schaefer 3, Crawford 1, Cobb 2, Coughlin 1, Mullin 1; all other players with 0.
DJ — Jones 1, Schaefer 3, Crawford 1, Cobb 2, Coughlin 1, Mullin 1; all other players with 0.
DN — Jones 1, Schaefer 3, Crawford 1, Cobb 2, Coughlin 1, Mullin 1; all other players with 0.
DT — Jones 1, Schaefer 3, Crawford 1, Cobb 2, Coughlin 1, Mullin 1; all other players with 0.
WES — Jones 1, Schaefer 3, Crawford 1, Cobb 2, Coughlin 1, Mullin 1; all other players with 0.
WHLD — Jones 1, Schaefer 3, Crawford 1, Cobb 2, Coughlin 1, Mullin 1; all other players with 0.
WP — Jones 1, Schaefer 3, Crawford 1, Cobb 2, Coughlin 1, Mullin 1; all other players with 0.
WTMS — Jones 1, Schaefer 3, Crawford 1, Cobb 2, Coughlin 1, Mullin 1; all other players with 0.

UNOFFICIAL Runs Scored (Retrosheet Box Score): Jones 1, Schaefer 3, Crawford 1, Cobb 2, Coughlin 1, Mullin
1; all other players with 0.

OFFICIAL Runs Scored (Originally-Generated DBD sheets): Archer 1, Cobb 2, Coughlin 1, Crawford 1, Jones 1,
Mullin 1, Schaefer 3; all other players 0 (blank cells). 

CONCLUSION:

Archer did not score any runs in the first game; according to my research, Archer did not play in
the first game on October 2, 1907. The official DBD records show that Archer played in one of the two
games on October 2; it  was not specified if  Archer played in the first or second game; the official
records show that he was credited with one (1) run scored in the (unspecified) October 2 game.

Archer actually scored 4 runs for the entire 1907 season (not 6 runs as shown on the official DBD
sheets and the various baseball encyclopedias and websites). As dealt with above, Archer was affected
by a runs-scored error, in the October 1 game — the official DBD records credit him with one (1) run
scored in the game; according to my research, Archer scored 0 runs because he did not play in the
game.

October 2, 1907 (second game) — Detroit at Washington — Detroit scored 10 runs

First Inning — Detroit scored 3 runs

DFP — “Oberlin snatched D. Jones’s fast bounder to open the procedure. Schaefer tore off his fifth safe one of
the day, a swell smash into left. Crawford hit into the crowd in center for a pair, Schaefer being held at third under
the ground rules. Cobb cleaned up with single and took second on an attempt to get Crawford at the plate.
Rossman hit  to  right,  scoring Cobb and died trying to  go from first  to  third  while  O’Brien was throwing out
Coughlin.”
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DJ — “Jones was out, Oberlin to first, but Schaefer kept up that awful hitting gait by singling. Crawford hit for two
and Cobb followed with a single and sent Schaefer and Crawford home, Cobb taking second on the throw in.
Rossman hit, scoring Cobb.”

DN — “Oberlin started things in the box for Washington. After D. Jones was out at first, Schaefer hit, then safeties
followed by Crawford, Cobb, and Rossman. Four [hits] in a row. Three runs were put up on the scoreboard.”

DT — Nothing at all.

WES — “Nothing at all. 

WHLD — “D. Jones out to Oberlin to Blankenship. Schaefer singled and Crawford doubled int the crowd. Both
scored on Cobb’s clout  over third.  Rossman scored Cobb on a hit  to right.  O’Brien threw Coughlin out  and
Blankenship returned the ball in time to flay Rossman at third.”

WP — “Jones went out, Oberlin to first.  Schaefer singled to left.  Crawford doubled into the crowd in center,
Schaefer taking third. Cobb singled, scoring Schaefer and Crawford. Rossman singled, scoring Cobb. Coughlin
grounded to O’Brien and was out at first. Rossman tried to take third on the play and was out at third.”

WTMS — “Nothing at all.

Second Inning — Detroit scored 3 runs

DFP — “Schmidt led away with a single, and made third when O’Leary’s fast grounder got through Delahanty.
Mullin flied to center and Schmidt scored, O’Leary taking second on a throw to the plate. Jones singled O’Leary
home, stole second, and made third on a wild pitch. Schaefer was allowed to walk. Crawford hit  for a base,
sending Jones home. Cobb forced Crawford and Schaefer died at the pan trying to score on the play.”

DJ — “Schmidt singled to open it [the second] and O’Leary hit through Delahanty, Schmidt making third. Mullin
lifted one to center  and Schmidt  scored, O’Leary going to second on the throw in.  Jones hit  safely,  scoring
O’Leary. Jones stole second and took third on a wild pitch. Schaefer walked, but Crawford hit and Jones scored.”

DN — “Smith took Oberlin’s place in the second inning. Schmidt started his finish with a single, and made third
when Delahanty mishandled O’Leary’s grounder. The  on Mullin’s fly, Schmidt scored. Jones singled O’Leary
home. Schaefer walked. Crawford hit, and Jones crossed the pan.” 

DT — Nothing at all.

WES — “Nothing at all. 

WHLD — “Schmidt hit to center. O’Leary’s grounder went through Delahanty. Schmidt counted on Mullin’s fly to
center. D. Jones’s single scored O’Leary. Schaefer walked. Jones stole, made third on a wild pitch, and scored
when O’Brien booted Crawford’s chance. Cobb forced Crawford, and Delahanty returned to the plate, retiring
Schaefer.” [NOTE: This WHLD description (stating that Jones scored on a fielding error by O’Brien on Crawford’s
chance) is not in alignment with the descriptions in the DFP and DJ accounts (which state that Jones scored on
Crawford’s hit). According to the official DBD records, Crawford had three (3) hits in four (4) at bats (plus a walk)
in his five plate appearances. According to the batter-by-batter play-by-play account for the entire game given in
the WHLD account, here are the details of what Crawford did in each of his plate appearances — (1, first inning)
doubled; (2, second inning) safe on O’Brien’s fielding error; (3, fourth inning) walked; (4, sixth inning) singled; (5,
ninth inning) singled. Therefore, it is concluded that Crawford did not single in the second inning (as stated in the
DFP and DJ accounts.  However,  because the  fielding  error  committed by  shortstop O’Brien was a “booted
chance” (i.e., likely a fumbled grounder), Crawford should receive RBI credit for the run Jones scored on the play
— i.e., with only one out, Jones (who was on third base) would have ordinarily scored on Crawford’s grounder,
even if the error had not been committed and Crawford would have been retired. It is further pointed out that,
according to the official DBD records, O’Brien was charged with two (fielding errors), although the newspaper box
scores show O’Brien charged with three (3) fielding errors. According to the batter-by-batter play-by-play account
for the entire game given in the WHLD account, here are the details of the errors committed by O’Brien — (1,
second inning) booted chance on ball hit by Crawford, who was safe on the fielding error; (2 third inning) made
poor throw on ball hit by Rossman, who was safe on the fielding error; (3, ninth inning) error (details not given) on
ball hit by O’Leary, who was safe on the fielding error. According to the official DBD records, O’Leary had no hits
(blank cell) in the game. Therefore, O’Brien’s second-inning and ninth-inning errors were recognized in the official
DBD records. Thus, O’Brien’s third-inning error (on the ball hit by Rossman) was not recognized by the official
DBD records. Rossman had two (2) hits in the game in five (at bats). According to the batter-by-batter play-by-
play account for the entire game in the WHLD account, here are the details of what Rossman did in each of his at
bats — (1, first inning) singled to right; (2, third inning) safe on fielding error (poor throw) by shortstop O’Brien; (3,
fourth inning) gave pitcher Smith an easy chance; (4, seventh inning) doubled into the crowd; (5, ninth inning)
grounded out, short to first. So, since Rossman collected his two official hits in the first and seventh innings, his
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third-inning at bat was not an official hit. Therefore, I conclude that O’Brien actually committed three fielding errors
in the game, not two fielding errors as stated in the official DBD records.]      

WP — “Schmidt singled. O’Leary was safe on Delahanty’s error. Mullin flied to Milan, Schmidt scoring. Jones
singled, scoring O’Leary. Jones stole second, and wild pitch put him on third. Schaefer walked. O’Brien booted
Crawford’s grounder, Jones scoring. Cobb forced Crawford. Schaefer tried to score on the play and was out.”

WTMS — “Nothing at all.

Ninth Inning — Detroit scored 4 runs

DFP — “Schaefer opened for Detroit with his eighth single of the day. Crawford also drove one in the distant field.
Cobb bunted and beat the play, filling the bases. Schaefer scored while O’Brien was throwing out Rossman.
Delahanty bungled Coughlin’s grounder and Crawford romped home. Schmidt singled Cobb in and O’Leary hit
Coughlin home. Mullin and O’Leary were doubled, ending the inning with four runs home.”

DJ — “In the ninth inning Schaefer singled and Crawford followed him. Cobb beat a bunt, filling the bases, and
Rossman came up. Schaefer scored on Rossman’s out, O’Brien to Blankenship, and Crawford came home on
Delahanty  bungling  Coughlin’s  grounder.  Schmidt  singled,  scoring  Cobb,  and O’Leary  clouted  safely,  letting
Coughlin add one [run] for the glory of the cause.”

DN — “Schaefer made his eighth hit of the day to begin things. Crawford likewise hit, and Cobb beat out a bunt.
Then the sacks were crowded. Schaefer scored on Rossman’s out, an Crawford raced home on Delahanty’s
fumble of Coughlin’s grounder. Schmidt singled for the third time in the game and Cobb scored. Then O’Leary hit
Coughlin in.”

DT — Nothing at all.

WES — “Nothing at all. 

WHLD — “Schaefer singled to center. Crawford hit to left. Cobb beat out a hit to Smith. Rossman [was] out, short
to  first,  Schaefer  and  Crawford  scored.  Coughlin  safe,  Delahanty’s  error.  Schmidt  beat  out  a  short  hit  and
Coughlin scored on O’Brien’s error. Mullin hit into a double play.” [NOTE: This WHLD description, stating that
Coughlin scored on O’Brien’s fielding error (on a ball hit by O’Leary) is not in alignment with the descriptions given
in the DFP and DJ accounts, which state that Coughlin scored on O’Leary’s safe hit. As pointed out above (see
Note in WHLD description for second inning), according to the official DBD records, O’Leary had zero hits (blank
cell) in the entire game. Therefore, because Coughlin scored from second base on the fielding error committed by
O’Brien on O’Leary’s batted ball,  O’Leary should not receive RBI credit for the run scored by Coughlin. That
Coughlin was on second base when O’Brien committed his error is based on the following — Coughlin reached
first base on Delahanty’s error (bungled grounder); Coughlin advance to second on a short hit by the next batter,
Schmidt; Coughlin scored on O’Brien’s fielding error on the ball hit by the next batter, O’Leary.]   

WP — “Schaefer singled. Crawford singled to left. Cobb hit to Smith and beat it out. Rossman was out, O’Brien to
first, Schaefer scoring. Coughlin was safe on Delahanty’s error, Crawford scoring. Schmidt beat out an infield hit.
O’Leary singled, scoring Cobb and Coughlin. Mullin and O’Leary were doubled up, Delahanty to first.”

WTMS — “Nothing at all.   

SUMMARY of the 10 runs scored by the Tigers (newspaper text descriptions)

1 (First Inning) — Schaefer scored on a 2-RBI single by Cobb.
2 (First Inning) — Crawford scored on a 2-RBI single by Cobb.
3 (First Inning) — Cobb scored on a 1-RBI single by Rossman.

4 (Second Inning) — Schmidt scored on a 1-RBI flyout by Mullin.
5 (Second Inning) — O’Leary scored on a 1-RBI single by Jones.
6 (Second Inning) — Jones scored (from third base) on a 1-out 1-RBI grounder by Crawford, who was safe on a
fielding error by the shortstop.

7 (Ninth Inning) — Schaefer scored on a 1-RBI groundout by Rossman.
8 (Ninth Inning) — Crawford scored (from third base) on a 1-out 1-RBI grounder by Coughlin, who was safe on a
fielding error (fumbled grounder) by the second baseman.
9 (Ninth Inning) — Cobb scored on a 1-RBI single by Schmidt.
10 (Ninth Inning) — Coughlin scored (from second base) on a 1-out fielding error (not specified) by the shortstop;
the batter, O’Leary, was safe on the fielding error.

UNOFFICIAL  Runs  Scored  (This  Work):  Schaefer  2,  Crawford  2,  Cobb 2,  Schmidt  1,  O’Leary  1,  Jones  1,
Coughlin 1.
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UNOFFICIAL Runs Scored (Newspaper Box Scores): 

DFP — Jones 1, Schaefer 2, Crawford 2, Cobb 2, Coughlin 1, Schmidt 1, O’Leary 1; all other players with 0.
DJ — Jones 1, Schaefer 2, Crawford 2, Cobb 2, Coughlin 1, Schmidt 1, O’Leary 1; all other players with 0.
DN — Jones 1, Schaefer 2, Crawford 2, Cobb 2, Coughlin 1, Schmidt 1, O’Leary 1; all other players with 0.
DT — Jones 1, Schaefer 2, Crawford 2, Cobb 2, Coughlin 1, Schmidt 1, O’Leary 1; all other players with 0.
WES — Jones 1, Schaefer 2, Crawford 2, Cobb 2, Coughlin 1, Schmidt 1, O’Leary 1; all other players with 0.
WHLD — Jones 1, Schaefer 2, Crawford 2, Cobb 2, Coughlin 1, Schmidt 1, O’Leary 1; all other players with 0.
WP — Jones 1, Schaefer 2, Crawford 2, Cobb 2, Coughlin 1, Schmidt 1, O’Leary 1; all other players with 0.
WTMS — Jones 1, Schaefer 2, Crawford 2, Cobb 2, Coughlin 1, Schmidt 1, O’Leary 1; all other players with 0.

UNOFFICIAL Runs Scored (Retrosheet  Box Score):  Jones 1,  Schaefer  2,  Crawford 2,  Cobb 2,  Coughlin  1,
Schmidt 1, O’Leary 1; all other players with 0.

OFFICIAL Runs Scored (Originally-Generated DBD sheets): Archer 1, Cobb 2, Coughlin 1, Crawford 2, Jones 1,
O’Leary 1, Schaefer 2, Schmidt 1; all other players 0 (blank cells). 

CONCLUSION:

Archer did not score any runs in the second game; according to my research, Archer did not play
in the second game game on October 2, 1907. The official DBD records show that Archer played in one
of the two games on October 2; it was not specified if Archer played in the first or second game; the
official records show that he was credited with one (1) run scored in the (unspecified) October 2 game.

Archer actually scored 4 runs for the entire 1907 season (not 6 runs as shown on the official DBD
sheets and the various baseball encyclopedias and websites). As dealt with above, Archer was affected
by a runs-scored error, in the October 1 game — the official DBD records credit him with one (1) run
scored in the game; according to my research, Archer scored 0 runs because he did not play in the
game.
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